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Oklahoma Constitution
Best Ever Framed

Illinois Mine Hollocust
One of the greatest mine

hol-locu-

occurred at Cherry, Ills.,
Extracts from Bryans Speech
last week. It is now known beat Albuquerque.
yond a doubt that over 300 min-

Two million children make up
child labor, and they
say we have prosperity. I want
to tfcll you there will be no pros-erit- y

the army of

until the head of the family
can earn enough to maintain his
household without making his
children the
Parties are a necessity. If the
Democrats are in power I can
prove that two parties are necessary by the Republicans, and
when the Republicans are in
power no proof is necessary.
There is a divine law of reward,
bread-winner-

"Goto work."

s.

And

that

law

always holds good unless man
evades it, governments suspend
e
laws ignore it.
it or
Service to society is the measurement of what man is rightly
entitled to.
I would rather have it said of
me that I gave an impetus to
honesty in politics than to have
my name written among the list
of presidents.
The people have right to have
what they want in government.
The man who, in want, yields
to temptation and selis his vote
is less accountable than the man
who, above want, uses his offices
and his wealth to place the government of the people on the
auction block.
If the people want monopoly
they have a right to have it;
they have a right to enthrone one
man abova the monopoly to make
them pay for everything they
consume, but no set of men has
tha right to force a monopo'.y on
the people.
The channels of the great news
sources are polluted and these,
the assets of promotion enterprises, employ brilliant editors
to chloroform their readers 'vhile
they pick their pockets.
The time is coming when the
lawyer who assists in the defeat
of justice will be as culpable as
tie I nan who holds the horse
while the bandit robs the train.
The "corn fed" lawyers of Oklahoma have adopted the best
constitution ever made, not excepting thé federal constitution
of the United States.
It is not necessary to amend
the constitution of Oklahoma
in order to secure justice in taxation.
There is a more insidious kind
of gambling than that of the race
track. It ia carried on in the
stock exchange, the board of
trade and the chamber of commerce. Against this it the duty
the pulpit to raise its voice.
John of Geshela had the original monopoly on olive oil and I
sometimes wonder if that is
where our John got his ideas.
The lawyer who has spent his
life in the effort to obscure the
line of justice will soon fiind his
sensibilities so blunted that he
will be unable to discern justice.
When it is necersary to' invoke
the criminal law to keep the food
manufacturers from poisoning
the consumers of food, I ask, "Is
there no soul in business?"
As long as justice is the stand
ard of of a nation's life there
will be perpetuity; when justice
ceases there will be decay.
The sugar trust is charged
with stealing millions of dollars
by reason of false weights at the
custom house in New York. The
whole matter will doubtless be
investigated by congress. The
corporations are not content with
having the law in their favor,
but greed for greater gains cause
them to steal.
man-mad-

ers lost their lives by suffocation,
and it is now a question as to
whether they will be burned, as
the mine is on fire. The manner
of conducting coal mining in this
country is little less than deliberate murder, as the coal companies could provide escapes and
measures looking to the protection of the miners, but do not do
it. For the reason that it would
cost a little money, human life is
sacrificed every year to save expenses to the big corporations.
It is true we had laws governing
coal mines, and have inspectors,
but you do not hear of the mines
being put in fit condition to preserve life.

Valley

Bryan on Statehood.

Notes.

Alfalfa hay and corn at
William Jennings Bryan has
& Company.
been at Santa Fe and Albuquerque this week. At Albuquerque
The Pecos Valley Hotel will
Mr. Bryan delivered one of his serve "Thanksgiving Dinner."
famous lectures, "The Price of a
Any suit of Clothes in the house
Soul." He also delivered himself to the Tribune man as fol- at cost for cash. Look at them
at Earickson & Co.
lows:
Mrs. E. B. Terrell is visiting
"I am very anxious to see statehood for Arizona and New Mex- with Mrs. Earl Hall of Taiban
ico. When I was a young man this week.
;;s considsome 25 years Hg
The Fort Sumner Restaurant
ering coming
to will serve "Thanksgiving Dinner
A"
locate. I ;(
J ; í! V) see
See Earickson's New line Dry
u soon.
statehood ij i w '
Goods before buying elsewhere.
Ten years Lit- ; .vi:r
,i number

A car of "Amarillo Rest" flour!
to
just received at Blankenship &'
Company.

J. 0. Welborn if
rent a house.

See

you wids

Why not send a copy of
the Review back home?

J

Earickson & Co. have received
a car load of Ellwood Woven
Have you seen the new autn-Wire Fence.
A. Co-mobile scarfs at Mrs.
kers?
Sheriff J. M. Casaus was here
from Santa Roea on legal busiJ. L. Williams, stockman and
ness Thurday.
farmer of Alamo, was trading
here this week.
The finest line of woolen and
fleece-line- d
underwer at BlankA fine line of clothing, cheaf
enship & Co's.
for cash at Blankenship & Co's
Big Store.
Mrs. C. E. Ackerman came in
Thursday from Melrose for a visN. H. Allen, the La Lande
it with Mr. Ackerman.
butcher, was here on business
Thursday.
Kemp Lumber Company has
just received shipment of 5x5x-2- 4
The most complete assortment
for windmill towers.
at Bi u.N
of woolen over-shirenship and Co's.
W. H. Gleason, a prominent
business man of Alamogordo,
Dr. John F. Starley was in
died Wednesday at El Pa3o.
from his ranch at Star Friday oa
a trading trip.
B. Blankenship came in from
Portales Wednesday to see how
W. H. Hurd, of tha firm of
the "Big Store" was doing.
Wright & Hurd, came in Thursday, bringing his wife and baby.
We are sole agents for Chase
& Sanborns Celebrated Coffees,
The best and most
try them Earickson & Co.
line of men's and boys hats ever
brought to Guadalupe County at
Roy Showalter returned from Blankenship's.
Lubbuck, Texas, the first of the
F. C. Campbell and wifa reweek to arrange for fall plowing
turned Saturday from Hopeton,
etc. on his claim.
Okla., and are again at horns oa
Kemp Lumber Co. has just re- their claim north of town.
ceived a large consignment of
Lincoln Paints, Kalsomine, Oil
Sale 120 acres of pt.tti tea
For
1 land, within 5 miles of F'rt
3nd Roof PáintsV
Sumner; living water; a choice
All the teachers in the public place for a dairy ranch; cheap
i
school will unite in Thanksgiving for cash.
C. W. I'oor.
exercises on next Thursday the

'u-qu-

.

LOCALETTES

J. A. Northington is fitting up
the wind mill for the plaza well.

'

1

$1 A YEAR, CASH.

Personal.

Blan-kensh- ip

1

20,1909.

:

The best, most pleasant, easiest and
of congress I vwi t .suubhood.
safest pill is Ring's Little Liver Pi.l.
d
Fifteen years have
since Sold by Sunnyside Drug Co.
I was in congress, a. id still stateChildren's underwear in all
hood is delayed.
"How much longer it will be styles and prices at Blankenship
delayed I have no means of &Co.
knowing. I was gratified to learn
J. H. and Mrs. Keeling feel
that President Taft expressed justly proud of their neat cottage
There is considerable complaint himself in favor of statehood which has been recently finished.
Mrs. Howard Barrett is teachcoming into the Review office when here. But I remember he
could not get the tariff bill he ing
a class in Spanish. The class
that subscribers are not getting
The wanted, and I do not know how meets each Tuesday and Friday
their papers regularly.
fault is with the post offices. The successful he will be in getting at 7:30 p. m.
regular subscribers who fail to statehood.
"For you I can only hope. The J. A. Northington has charge
get their paper from this forward
democrats
at congress will do of the city water works on the
will do us a favor to make com
they
what
can to assist New Mex- Fort Sumner Townsita. see him
plaint to the Review, to the end
in securing the passage of an before getting water.
ico
that you may get better service. enabling
act."
The Peces Valley Hotel has
"Is there any way in which we secured the services of a first-claWoodmen Circle Ball can secure statehood from the
fook and will serve "short
republican congress?" Mr. Bryan orders" as well as regular meals.
The ball and entertainment was asked.
J. 0. Welborn wants to trade
given Tuesday evening by the
"I know of only one way. If Fort Sumner town property for
Ladies' Circle, W. O. W., was you could move New Mexico
one of the most successful social down to New England and wedge a good team and wagon; he will
events of the season. Everybody it in between Rhode Island and will pay the difference in price
in nacln
was there, and all had a nice oonnecticut
l
a' xTll'l you mignt oe ..1. VUDlll
tninK
i
Forty-two
time.
dollars was the able to interest Senator Aldrich The Hereford Nursery Co.
receipts of the evening and will in Statehood, " was the smiling
Hereford, Texas, has estab-replbe applied to the W. 0. V. Hall.
tüshed a branch office at Fort
"What do you think of the) Sumner, J. H Keeling agent.
acclimated and
chances of democratic success at Their stock
Bal!.
the next congress?" was asked. guaranteed from infection.
The higher grades of the pub"I think it would have been Earickson & Co have just re.
lic school have organized two certain to secure the next con- ceived á car of Fancy and Standbasket ball teams, with Gladys gress had our democrats in the ard canned Vegatables, including 25th.
A friend in need is Pinesalve Carbol-iieTurner and Audrey Lewis as nouse stood united for all reduc the Famous Richelieu Jams,
Never be without it. Pinesalye
captains.
Basket ball is a fine tion and against all the proposed Mincemeat, and other items too
Mrs. W. T. Reiger is reported, Carbolized is good for cuts, burns,
atheletic sport for girls, and is increases in the tariff. The di-- 1 numerous to mention.
at this writing, to be seriously bruises and scratches Sold by Sunnyfree from the roughness atend-in- g vision in our party on that subill with typhoid, but her physi- side Drug Co.
The new V. 0. W. hall to be cian declares she ia doirnr nicelv.
almost all the games played ject has lessened our chances,
. .,
Camp No. b8,
George (J. Deen ana lamiiy
at school and should be encour- but we can still win if our dem- built by Sunnyside
on Sumner Ave- located
is
to
be
Thursday,
aged in our schools.
Blankenship & Co. have just departed for Portales
The two ocrats can come out strongly in
Fitzgibbon
teams are practicing for a public lavor of tariff reduction, slating nue, just north the
received a large consignment of where he has accepted a position
is to be a neat, subgame to be played soon; notice of specifiically the more important julding. It
men's, bovs and children's shoes, with a dry goods house.
stantial concrete building, twe
the time will be given in the oi the reductions.
stories in height and 25x80 feet.
hna f
cfb- There is nothing o good for alt kid- Review.
"And if we secure a democratic
tuum-y.
Senatorial Irrigation I snoes in uuauaiupe
nev r.medv. pineules act Dromotly in
congress, and that congress
relieving backache, weak back, pain in
agrees upon a satisfactory tariff
Committee.
Born To Mr. and Mr3. Frank the bladder and all urinary disorders.
bill, we possibly may be able to
Sold by Sunnyside Drug- Co.
The report that the controlling force it through the
It The Senate committee compos- Hyatt on Friday, Nov. 19th.,do-a
baby
Jaughter.
and
Mother
Unior,
interest in the Western
d
must be remembti
that
ed of Thomas H. Carter, of MonE. R. Wright, District AttorTelegraph company obtained by
of the swt'ir ; o(utat tana; Francis G. Newlands, of ing nicely, while Frank is doing ney, came down from his home
allright.
allright,
Telthe American Telephone and
',..
:i.o'.y io Nevada; Francis E. Warren, of
this congress.
at Santa Rosa Wednesday and
egraph company would lead lo make some deir vu .i ;;,ai;.-,:m- d
Wyoming and W. L. Jones, of Dance By Band Boys. has been attending to so.ne of
becommunity
interests
closer
some Washington, accompanied by F.
the progressive u u
his legal business.
tween these two companies and gains; and with liw.1 tsaiitó we A. Newell, Director of the govTuesday evening, Nov. 23, 1909,
color
given
was
more
the Postal
may be abie to contiol a majority ernment reclamation service has A. B. Harris's new hall, opposite
Dr. J. T. Wharton of Duncan,
Wednesday in New York when of the senate.
been on a tour of inspection of the Pecos Valley Hotel, wil be Okla., has decided to locate here
comtelephone
officials
of
the
the
"There were seven republican the government reclamation pro- fittingly dedicated by a benfit
medicine.
pany frankly admitted that the senators against the Aldrich bill. jects in the west and southwest dance given by the band boys for for the practice of
well recomPostal was the largest single Some of those were new sena- and passed through Fort Summer the replenishment of the Fort The Doctor comes
mended. He is a graduate of
stock holder in their company.
tors. I think the number of pro- on the night of the 18th enroute Sumner Cornet Band's treasury. Bennett Medical College and has
There are rumors of a govern gressives will be greater in the to Carlsbad. They passed up the
furnwill
The String orchestra
had two years active practice as
ment investigation of the merger. next senate, and that we will Urton Lake project at fifty-mil- e
ish music, and added features
physician and surgeon. The Docand
concert
band
have more democrats also. A gait in the night, evidently not will be a short
tor has rented rooms over the
big victory in the congressional having any more interest in it light refreshments.
First National Bank, and will
fifty
cents
a
of
election would also impress those since it has been turned over to An admission
soon be prepared to answer calls.
Bill.
republican senators whose terms the Territorial Carey Act Board. oouple will be charged at the
door and patrons will be put to
would expire soon. "
Thanksging, Nov. 25th.
Dance
A committee consisting of A.
no other expense whatever.
Invitation
During luncheon A. A. Jones,
boys are making strenuous
The
The
A. Jones, H. B. Fergusson and
Qet yoi r turkey ready.
national democratic committeeSaturday, 27th.
the ball a grand President of the United States
make
to
O. N. Marrón was appointed on
efforts
man for New Mexico, recalled
A reception and dance will be affair and they deserve the undi has issued his proclamation callWednesday, by the Democratic
an interesting incident to Mr.
central committee, which was in Bryan. During the framing cf given in honor of the Guadalupe vided support of the community. ing upon the people to observe
County Teachers the evening of Everyone is welcome. No tickets
Our
session at Albuquerque, to extime honored custom.
the platform in 1896 the sul - the 27th in A. B. Harris's new will be sold but the admission this
Govenor, for some reason, we
amine into the provisions of the
nan. Invitations for the affair fee will be collected at the door. suppose "press of official busi- proposed statehood bill and report i i, i
vt
hí :
Din ior UKianoma, rsew iviexito
are being sent out by the
at a future date what changes and
Have just received a car each jness," has thus far failed to
Arizona. The bill was
Committee.
should be made in the bill as proWolfs Premium Flour, Corn and issue the usual proclamation, at
not
did
suit
the
it
that
posed.
rh,n Potatoes and Onions. Can - 'least his proclamation bus no;.
ardent friends of statehood, and Mr. Jones called for a standing
Sugar, Alfalfa, reached this oflke through ths
Goods,
ned
Mr. Jones proposed a substitute. vote.
Miss Bessie Spann has been
pipe and Fix- - regular new channells, never the
Casing
Windmills.
A vote was taken in committee
Amonof those who stood for
employed to assist Miss Blan-char- d
to get you loss all Sunineriies arc preparing
you
will
pay
It
and the substitution was declared 'the progressive statehood bill tures.
else- - to observe the day in the good
buying
with the higher grades
before
prices
to
our
lost by the chairman, whereupon was Mr Tjryan
old fashioned way.
in our public school.
where. Earickson & Co.
iii.-:s..-
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FORT SUMNER
FORT SUMNER

REVIEW

NItW MEXICO

Sume umii aiv born diilurnalti;

ers la Ik loo much

old

About all tbe once mighty Bourbon
family baa still to lose la Spain
That sweet Importation,
detta, never cau miiKe

the vcd
American

love it.
It Is bard at this seat-oto keep an
earnest henting plant Irom overdotns

tbe thins

New York has had enough Hudson
Fulton celebration to last It Tor at
least u century.
That

little

Norwegian with six
a little look around
dimension.

senses should take
for tbe

I

on it I)

80 tar as ran be observed, young
women with line Ivory throats are
not at all alraid of pneumonia.

''n second consideration the Uritlsh
bouse ot lords probably will decide to
be tbankful that the budget Is no
worse.
Having unquestioned supremacy on
land, sea and In the air. Uncle Sara Is
perplexed to know what next to
tackle
One good thing about eastern aerial
travel Is that there will be no stop
ping to get out and shovel snow off
the track in winter.
a
A Washington dispatcb proposes
"cure lor panics." The only cure for
panics Is a level head in a time of
crisis and faith in the government.

Every possible means Is used to
tempt this nation into imitating Eu
rope by assuming a burden of mill
tarism. Heaven forbid that the tempters should prevail.
It Is becoming quite tbe fashion for
royal princes to woo American heirOrdinary titles will thus be
esses.
crowded out of what they have hith
erto found so profitable a matrimonial
field.

King George of Greece wants to abdicate. The king business Is getting
to be almost as strenuous as shootlne
Hons on tbe jump In Africa, and tbe
crowned heads of Europe are not used
to It
The suggestion Is made that the
north pole be turned Into a weather
bureau station
This would be all
right If they manage so that its brand
of weather could be utilized In July
or August.

NEW MEXICO

á TEIAL á

Brand for Navajo Horses.
In order to protect the Navajo Indians on the Indian reservations adjacent to the New Mexico and Arizona
boundary lines from livestock losses,
it is likely that steps will be taken by
the superintendents and supervisors
of the agencies to brand the horses
md cattle with a special tribal brand.
For many months past the Indians
have suffered heavily by having numbers of their horses driven off the reservations over the boundary lines into
both territories, where they were
claimed by white men. The system
which it is said has been worked with
great success by those engaged in the
practice of driving horses from one
territory into the other, is for the rustlers to ascertain the brands used by
the Indians in Arizona, then file similar brands for record in New Mexico.
A trip Is made across the bouudary
driven
line and a bunch of horses
across the line.
When the Indians trail the horses
and locate them, they are unable to
gain possession of them, as they are
also claimed by the white men who
show their recorded brand as proof.
The game works in a very clever manner, resulting in the redmen being outwitted. If a rustler locates a good
bunch of Navajo ponies in Arizona, he
drives them Into New Mexico and vice
versa. The brands being recorded in
both territories In the name of the
rustler, he has but little difficulty in
sustaining his claim of ownership.
Only a few years ago a special agent
of the Department of the Interior rehead of horses
covered thirty-fiv- e
which had been driven across the line
Mexico. The
New
into
Arizona
from
special agent, accompanied by reservation policemen and trailers, got on
the scent of the thieves and made it
so hot for them that they broke away
and made for the open country, leaving the horses behind.
It is expected that orders will soon
be issued to the Navajos, directing
them to brand all their ponies with a
special brand. This precaution, it is
believed, will result In the Indians being able to recover their livestock in
e!ther territory. The government officials will assist them in sustaining
their right of ownership after the
brand has been adopted.

Does Curry Want Office.
Queen Wilhelmlna of Holland has
of
The Albuciu erque correspondent
Invented a baby caravan in which the
That
little princess may take her outing In the Denver Reiml lican says:
Naturally, as a Governor George Curry, after his reall kinds ot weather.
queen's invention, it ought to draw a tirement next spring, will enter the
field as a candidate for delegate in
large royalty.
Congress is a rumor being circulated
many
are
There
tests of real love, in Alamogordo and eastern New Mexbut tbe plaint ol a Brooklyn wife that ico, where the governor formerly made
a bride ol 18 cannot love a husband his home. He has made no announceof 65 on a continuous diet performto this effect.
ment or intimation
ance of bean soup Is one of the mean- Should he become a candidate as opest yet Invented.
posed to "Bull" Andrews, the situation
interesting.
As soon as his
Is becoming one of would be
successor is appointed and assumes oftbe great evils of the times.
A punCurry will go to Tula-ros- a
ishment to fit this crime would be tbe fice Governor
to develop his property in that
sentence of tbe marital deserter to
bard work In prison, with the profits neighborhood, and will also maintain
an oflice here.
tbereot going to the family deserted

Arizona and Colorado Survey.
correspondent under
A Farmington
date of the 12th inst., says: The permanent line of the Arizona & Colorado railroad was surveyed into Farmington today. The line will pass
through the town from east to west on
First street and will make connections
with the Denver & Rio Grande track
a few rods east of the corporation line
of the town. It is generally understood here that the A. & C. will use
the D. & R. G. track from here Into
Durango.
This survey was begun from Gallup
early in July of this year and was
completed here today, although there
is still some engineering work to do
here, among which is the locating of
a branch line which will leave the
main line at this place and run up tbe
La Plata river to the coal mines.
The line located between here and
Gallup is said to he one of the best
In the West, as it avoids
all short
curves and at no point does the grade
s
seven-tenthper
cent.
of one
exceed
The San Juan river is crossed about
two miles west of town and some time
will be spent on making the exact lo
cation of the bridge. This river carries
a large volume of water at times, so
that it is rather a difficult piece of engineering work to bridge
It. It is
promised that grading will begin in
January from both ends and that the
road from here to Gallup will be in
shape to handle the fruit crop of these
valleys next year.

Poverty Stricken Mountain Dwellers.
In most abject poverty, with barely
enough rags to cover their nakedness,
Americans are living in the foot hills
of tbe Guadaloupe mountains, west of
Carlsbad, N. M., according
to Dr.
Charles F. Lukens, superintendent of
the Children's Home Society of New
Mexico, after a trip of Investigation into this country.
Dr. Lukens rescued from her shocking surroundings a
old girl,
dressed in skins of goats, and will provide a home for the waif, who lived
alone in a dirty hut with her aged
father, the latter being dresed in a,
torn, old coat, which would hardlv
hang upon him, and a pair of trousers reduced to ribbons, which did not
come to the knees.
These two garments were all the old
man owned, It is said, his legs and
feet being bare in spite of the coldness of the season.
The attention of the society was
called by the Eddy county grand jury.
It was reported that a "wild girl,"
who dressed in the skins of animals,
roamed the mountains, this story leading to further revelations of conditions in the foothills, which led tbe
grand jury to take cognizance.
Dr. Lukens made his trip, accompanied by a deputy sheriff.

Shipping Lambs to Colorado.
An Albuquerque dispatch of the 8th
inst. says: Twenty thousand head of
lambs were sold in the local market
today by New Mexico breeders to Colorado feeders, and will be shipped at
once to Colorado feed lots.
The sales today were to Rocky Ford
feeders. This marks the beginning of
the annual movement of lambs from
New Mexico. Owing to the drought ot
the spring and early summer the lamb
crop was tight and not over half the
usual volume of sales will be made.
It is estimated that 450,000 head will
go out between now and the middle of
The bulk of this moveDecember.
Pleaded Guilty of Assault.
ment will be to Colorado, although
An Albuquerque dispatch of the 10th
some shipments are going to Kansas
Inst. says: Procopio Nuanes pleaded and Oklahoma.
The price is ruling
guilty in the District Court here todav from 50 to $1 higher per 100 pounds
to assaulting Mrs. Goldie Majoribanks,
year,
being
from $5 to $5.50.
than last
his revolting crime having occurred
just south of this city several weeks
Rather Editor Than Governor.
ago.
Roswell dispatch to the Denver
A
Florencio Pfeiffer, who is also under
Republican says: "I will not accept
indictment for the crime, is incriminposition
of governor of New Mexhe
ated by Nuanes, who confessed every- ico. I am a newspaper m1"" 'nd would
thing when the case was called, enter- rathe: work on a newsr
than be
ing a plea of guilty to all charges President of the United States."
against him.
In this vigorous statement tonight
Pfeiffer protests his innocence and Will Robinson, editor of the Roswell
refused the offer of
will make a hard fight. The assault Register-Tribune- ,
of New Mexico, to
on Mrs. Majoribanks, while her hus- the governorship
Curry,
whose resignaGeorge
band was locked up in a box car by succeed
effect next spring.
the criminals, nearly resulted in a tion takes
Mi. Robinson, who has gained conlynching when Nuanes and Pfeiffer siderable
fame by his newspaper
were arrested. The two men, it is al- sketches, "Impressions of a Tender-loot,- "
leged, posed as officers and captured
admitted that he had received
as they today a communication from an offiMr. and Mrs. Majoribanks
were coming into the city on a freight cial high up in the interior departtrain.
ment which virtually amounted to a
Mrs. Viviana Nuanes, aged mother
tender of the office.
of Procopio Nuanes, died a few days
"I will not accept the position If
since at Winslow, Ariz., aft?r long iefinitely offered, because I feel that
brooding over the disgrace of her son. I am Incompetent to fill it," said Mr.
Physicians pronounce her death due
Robinson.
'
to a broken heart.

Convicted of False Pretenses.
Santa Fe Political Speculation.
R. G. Mullens of Alamogordo was
A Santa Fe dispatch of the 11th
:onvicted at Seymour, la., a few days
Inst. says: An interesting situation ilnce, of obtaining money under false
has developed over the filling of fed- pretenses.
The jury was out sixteen
eral offices in New Mexico. The Re- lours.
publican organization will be called
Mullen's case has been a memorable
upon to recommend
candidates for one. He interested Iowa people in an
The German Year Hook for 1909,
Guilty.
Pfeiffer Found
governor, United States marshal, pos- Otero county mining and smelting enJust issued, gives the empire a popu
After being out two hours, the jury sibly territorial secretary, receiver terprise, and when indicted, fought
lation of 63.S86.non
Tills Is an InAlbuquerque
at
papers honored by Govand register of land offices, federal requisition
crease of 3.250.000 In 3'4 years. Since in the District Court
brought in a verdict of guilty in the judges and other offices that expire ernor Curry, carrying the case to the
1871
the count has Increased by
charged
Pfeiffer,
two
within
months.
Florencio
United States Supreme Court on apIt Is healthy growth, the ex- cise of
on, and robbery
Sentiment is veering toward Nathan peal, where it is still pending, but he
cess chiefly of births over deaths and with criminal assault
of Mrs. Goldie Majoribanks last sum- Jaffa for governor, but it is under- surrendered voluntarily later to testify
a decreasing emigration .
mer. Pfeffer was incriminated by stood that the administration has can- in favor of his friend, R. M. Nichols of
The coal scuttle hat which has been Prccopio Nuanes, who made a confes- didates for various federal offices and Kansas City, who was Indicted with
derided as a thing anaesthetic served sion of the crime and turned state's desires the indorsement of the Repub- him.
Pfeiffer served a term in lican organization for them, while the
utilitarian purpose when It saved a evidence.
Mullens was also indicted at St. Jowoman's life In a Wisconsin town by the New Mexico penitentiary in 1904 organization leans toward candidates seph, Mo., on account of alleged land
shedding to her shoulder a brick that for attempting to kill a man.
of Its own.
frauds in Otero county.
fell from the fourth story of a build
Death of Mrs. Catron.
ing The Incident shows what might
Nine men were Injured on the 12th
Frederico Torri, a coal miner, workMrs. Julia Catron, wife of
be made of the hat. if beauty Is to be inst, at Gallup, when a train load of ing near Raton, was killed a few days
gate Thomas B. Catron, died at Santn
Ignored, and the qualities of the fire- bridge workmen collided with a string since by a fall of coal.
Fe on the 8th inst., after a long illman's helmet cultivated.
of coal cars, on the spur to the Heaton
Superintendent of Insurance Chaves ness. She was one of the best known
cars were
Several
coal mines.
authority of the Bank- women of New Mexico and took active
Tbe news Items embrace a shooting smashed.
None of the injured, all has revoked the
Company of Omaha, part In her husband's business and poIn mistake for a deer; the probable
members of the bridge crew, was fa- ers' Reserve Life
New Mexico.
loss of two young hunters
in
to
business
do
In
the tally hurt.
litical ventures. She had teen in Eu"north woods:" and the finding of the
W. A. Ashby, the alleged murderer rope seven times and had started on
says:
dispatch
A recent El Paso
feet and shoes of a man who was
wealthy
prominent
Lige
Sipe,
a
and
of
a tour around the world, but returned
eaten by wild animals while out hunt- Belief that Third Assistant Postmasby Socorro county man who was killed at ill after visiting the Philippines, China
named
be
LaWshe
will
General
ter
ing. These are warnings of the danAlma, N. M., October 21st last, will and Japan. She was a native of Springgers of the chase which merely give President Taft as governor of New have his preliminary hearing in So- field, O., lived at Mankatao, Minn.,
by Mr.
strengthened
has
been
Mexico
Bport
to
tbe
of
tbe
true
lest
hunter,
corro November 24th. Sipe was a jus- where she was married, and had been
but they should admonish care, never- Lawshe's action in taking up his resi- tice of the peace and the tragedy took in Santa Fe since 1877. She was aged
theless, during the season which Is dence in Las Cruces, N. M., and his place at the home of Ashby, who was 52, and is survived by four sons.
announcement that be Intended makdow at hand.
dispute
ing tbat city his permanent home. He a tenant of Sipe's. After a
New Mexico School Census.
at over division of crops, Sipe was
Tbe report of the automobile acci- will not return to his position
The snperintendent of public Instrucstabbed.
the compilation
dent by which two men were killed Washington.
tion has completed
John Hollis, under bond for horse of school census returns for this year.
Dear Minneola, L. I., says tbat the
R. G. Mullen, formerly well known
going
a
"at
vehicle was
moderate rate as a promoter In eastern New Mex- stealing, who recently escaped from They show a total school population
of speed" at the time, and goes on ico, has been found guilty by a jury the' county jail at Alamogordo, was for the territory of 98,424. Bernalillo
to relate that the two victims of the at Corydon, la., of obtaining money recaptured later, being found by the county leads with 7,683 children. San
accident had their skulls crushed by under false pretenses. A motion for sheriff hiding under a house, where Miguel 7,621 and Santa Fe 5,677.
being thrown over the front of the a new
McKinley is the least populous of
trial has been made. If over- his coughing attracted the attention of
automobile against the telegraph pole ruled,
case wil be appealed to the the occupants, who gave the alarm. the 26 counties, having only 740 perthe
with which the vehicle collided. It Is Iowa Supreme Court. Mullen made
posse
been scouring the coun- sons of school age. Clark apportioned
evident
thai the terra "moderate one of the hardest fights on record Atry for thehadfugitive,
who was believed Í27.558 of school moneys among the
peed" has taken on a new meaning
against extradition from this territory, to have escaped into the Sacramente counties on the basis of 28 cents per
lince thu advent of tbe motor vehicle. but In vain.
capita of school population.
mountains.
to
Carlsbad
A
from
mail
line
Farmington
plant
a
paragraphic
big
of
In
The
the
reference to the
A Las Cruces dispatch says: Telemiles east, has Creamery Company was burned on
rediscoverer of New York's great Knowles, seventy-fivreriver which appeared In these col- been established and bids will be the night of tbe 9th inst., the loss be graphic advices have Just been
city of the suicide, by
this
in
ceived
umns be was spoken of as "Hendrlk" opened November 30th for , a
ing $3,000. The plant will be rebuilt
City, of A. Ross
A subscriber protests that
Hudson.
service to Knowles bv at once. It was one of the most mod shooting, in New York
if Chicago, promoter of the Brazito
be was an Englishman and that bis way of Lovington, to begin December ern in the territory.
townsite boom, nine miles south of
name was Henry. The subscriber is 31st. The plains country, long considRoswell iiere, which, with the death of the proA recent dispatch from
rigbt. But tbe celebrated navigator
grazing,
been
only
has
for
suited
tells of one of the largest cattle "hip moter, has fallen thmrough with a
was for a time in the employ of Hol- ered
years. ments made in the Pecos vailcy since crash, which leaves many confiding
land and to bis Knickerbocker friends Bettled up rapidly the pai.t two
Monutowns
Important
like
Several
it was settled, when 1,400 head of fal creditors penniless. The death of Rosi
which
be was always "Hendrlk,"
Lovington have cows from the Hagerman ranch were by his own hand is the final traged)
means tbe same thing as Henry and ment, Knowles and new
postofficea
up
five
sprung
and
shipped from Elkins, N. M., to the which marks the end of one of th
looks much quainter in print a very
tempting quality from the standpoint have been established in the past six Kansas City market. There were forty most remarkable flyers in real estat
months.
six cars in the shipment
ever attempted in this section.
of the paragrapher.

A GREAT ANNOYANCE.

FOUR HUNDRED

Kidney Disease Shows Many Painful
and Unpleasant Symptoms.

MEN ENTOMBED
LLINOIS COAL MINE EXPLOSION
MAY COST HUNDREDS
OF LIVES.

POSSIBLY
FIRE

BELIEVED

George S. Crowell, 1109 Broadway,
Helena, Mont, says: "I was troubled
with a Disordered
condition of the kidneys, some backatlie

and irregular passages of secretions. At
times I was obliged
to get up out of bed
at night, and the
urine was unnatural
In appearance. On the
advice of a friend I

SIGNALING
TO

BE

EXTIN-

GUISHED AND RESCUERS
MADLY AT WORK.
Cherry, 111. About four hundred
men were entombed alive and are perhaps all dead or may die as the result of an explosion in the St, Paul
Coal Company mine here Saturday.
The mine has a day shift of 484
men. Of these a few left the mine at
noon. Twenty-fiv- e
are known to have
escaped after the fire broke out.
The fire causing the explosion,
which may prove one of the greatest
tragedies in the list of mine horrors,
bad an origin almost trivial. A pile
of hay, allowed to smoulder too long,
finally ignited the timbers of the mine
and before the workers realized their
danger the mine was filled with
smoke, gases and flames and all exit
was impossible.
Great heroism was shown by officials of the mine and residents of
Cherry.
It was believed Sunday night that
some of the 400 miners so entombed
are alive and signaling for help.
That the fire has been extinguished
was the conclusion of mining experts
and inspectors sent here by Governor
Dineen to investigate the calamity.
For more than thirty hours the prisoners have been cut off from fresh
air. That life could exist under such
conditions is doubted, but because no
was
temperature
trace of high
found In the depths of the mine Sunday, night officials of the company
hope that the victims may have found
safety in remote recesses of the mine.
A. J. Earling, president of the Chi
cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad
Company, who has not slept since ar
riving on the scene of the catastrophe,
received an encouraging report after
heroic efforts had been made Sunday
to open the mine for the release of the
entombed miners or for the discovery
of the dead.
From the son of one of the missing
miners, a young man named John
heard
Reid, the railroad president
that a concussion of the earth had
been felt by the farmers half a mile
from the main shaft. The report was
sent to Henry Burke, an official of
Burke rushed
the mining company.
to President Earling in the office of
.
company
the
'I've heard signals from the men,
he said excitedly.
'What do vou mean?" asked the
railroad president. "What signals?"
'John Reid's boy says that he and
farmers whose land is over the southern end of the mine felt several concussions of the earth this afternoon.
There were several shocks, and the
men who felt them are convinced that
they were shots fired by the impris- ed miners, and that they were
meant lor an assurance that at least
some of them were alive."
'Oh, I hope so," said Earling. "That
is at least encouraging."
This glimmer of light to the dark
ened homes in Cherry Sunday night
followed other encouraging, though
doubtful, theories of experts that the
entombed hundreds may not have
and that oxygen
been suffocated,
enough remains in the mines to keep
them alive until the shafts may be
reopened.
Alter the third attempt to explore
the conditions R. Y. Williams of Urbana, Illinois, of the United States
Geological Survey, who superintended
the work of volunteer explorers, telegraphed to Urbana for more rescue

apparatus.

This is expected to arrive early
Monday and a score of men have vol
unteered to accompany the experts
and. mining Inspectors Into the air
shaft which was opened last Sunday.
Three times Williams and Henry
Smith, one of the volunteers, were
lowered Into the mine in a bucket.
Each time they succeeded in penetrating deeper Into the shaft. Each
time they were assured that the tem
perature was bearable.

Taft Reviews Catholic Procession.
Wnshlneinn.
President Taft Sun
day afternoon stood on the steps of

St. Aloysius church with Cardinal
Gibbons and Archbishop Fálcenlo, the
papal delegate in a review of the
men's Catholic societies of Washington nn incident of the golden jubilee
of the parish. Preceding the review
the President delivered a brief address.
Dr. Howe's Heroism.
Cherry, 111. The story of the thir
teen heroes who went down to their
death In the blazing shaft of the
Cherry mine and of the one man who
came back, scarred by fire and black
ened bv smoke, to tell the ghastly
story, forms one of the most enthrall
ing narratives in tne mining nistory
Standing out above
in this country.
all the others is the story of Dr. L.
B. Howe, "the man who came back,"
the only one of the heroic fourteen
who survives to tell what happened.
Twent,y-fiv- e
miners owe their lives to
him.

procured Doan's Kidney Pills and
began using them. This remedy helped
me at once, strengthened my kidneys
and corrected the disordered condition."
Remember the name Doan's. Sold
by all dealers. 50 cents a box. Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Father Was an Invalid.
It had been a hard day in the field,
and father and son were very hungry.
The only things eatable on the table
were 12 very large apple dumplings.
The father had consumed ten while
the boy was eating one, and then both
reached for the one remaining.
the farmer, "you
"Son," pleaded
wouldn't take the last apple dumpling
from your poor sick pa, would you?"
Success Magazine.

Size of North Pole.
"Dr. Cook tells us that the north
pole Is not larger than a quarter of a
dollar," says the Montgomery Advertiser. However, a quarter of a dollar
sometimes looks as large as the whole
side of a barn.
COI.DS and coughs.
when ull other roméale
Allrn's Lung HHlsam cures
has been sold fof
fail. 41)This old reliable medicine
over years. 26c,6üc.$l.üü bottles. Alldealers.

FOR

The average man Is satisfied with
bis past If it Is past finding out.
easy to
Dr. Plerce'B Pellets, small,
and invigorate stomach,
take as cundv, reuníale gribe.
Uver and bowels. lio not

The average man is a poor judge of
his own Importance.

OWES

HER

UFE TO
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
Vienna. W. Va. "I feel that I owe
the last ten years of my life to Lydia
is. I'mKiiam s vege-

table Compound- Eleven years ago D
was a walking
shadow. I had been
under the doctor's
carebutgotnorelief.
My husband persuaded me to try

Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable

Com- -

pound and it worked

CSS

like a charm. It
"a lieved
all my pains
re-a-

and misery.
I advise all suffering
women to take Lydia J. nnkhanvs
Vegetable Compound." Mrs. Emma
Wii eaton, Vienna, W. Va.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-pounmade from native roots and
herbs, contains no narcotics or harmholds the record
ful drugs, and y

for the largest number of actual cures
of female diseases of any similar medicine in the country, and thousands of
voluntary testimonials are on file in
the rinkham laboratory at Lynn,
Mass., from women who have been
cured from almost every form of
female complaints, inflammation,
fibroid tumors.
Irregularities, periodic pains, backache,
indigestion and nervous prostration.
Every such suffering woman owes it to
herself to give Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound a trial.

If you would like special advice
about your case write a confidential letter to Mrs. Pinkliam, at
Lynn, Mass. Her advice Is free,
and always helpful.

SICK HEADACHE
I

CARTERS
L

J ITTTI p

Poaltl vely cored bf
thame L""e P'1U- tres from Dyspepsia, It
digestion and Too Heartf
Eating. A perfect ran.
edy lor Dliilnesa, Nad.

1
I If 1I WFR

III!,.?.
rlLLde

sen. Drowilneaa, Ba
Taete in the Mouth, Coa
efl Tongue, Pain In toa
TORPID LIVES,
They regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable
SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.
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REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.

Fairy or Lucky Stones

Most unique cry nta ligation Just as they come oat
old. Hit-t- o
Bciirlnn It'geDdB centrarle
oftlto twrth.
ry freo. Ü6 crntB up.
LUCKY STONE CO (Dept. ) Roanok,V.

For Asthma, Bronchitis and

all Throat Troubles Take

Pisos
CURE

The relief

is as auick as it is certain.
Pleasant to take and guaranteed
absolutely free from opiates.
AH Druggist, 25 cent.

J
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I have good farms under the ditch to

1

Press Bulletin No. 157.

AN-

Sodium, magnesium, iron, alu

acd Furnishings
NEW MEXICO,

: : :

Goods

at

the Right Price."
at

GUADALUPE,

N. M.

11

IS

M

ancKson

You're sure of a crop under irrigation.

Nem Mexico College of Asricul-tur- e
and Mechanic Arts and
Agricultural Experiment
Station, Mosaa Park.
STATEMENT REGARDING SOIL
ALYSIS.

Dry Goods
RICARDO,

k isjSBg3agataiE5

F3

lease to responsible farmers on good terms.
The Guadalupe County Teach
ers' Association will convene at
this place Friday, Nov. 26th,
1909.
The following tentative
program has been arraged:
The committee on reception
will meet teachers at the depot
at 10 o'clock a. m., attended by
the Fort Sumner Cornet Band.
2 o'clock p. m., drive down the
valley under the auspices of the
Fort Sumner Commercial Club.
7:30 p. m. General session.
Prayer by Rev. S. E. Turner.
Address of Welcome, by M. R.
Baker.
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You can make enough to bay your own B
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ten acres next year.
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L. C. VanHecke.

e

minum, sulphur.silicon, chlorine,
calcium, potassium, phosphorus
232
and nitrogen are plant food elements used by all plants, and derived by them from the soil on
which they are grown. If a soil
contains an abundance of thss
FIRST DAY EVENING.
General Session.
elements in a form available to
piants, it is in the highest possi
I
Enrollment, Organization, An- ble degree of fertility. Too much
ot some of the elements is, how
nouncements, etc.
1
"
ever, under certain conditions.
II
Plan and purpose of this Ass- even more injurious to crops than
ociationCounty Superintendent a scarcity. An execess of salts
of sodium potassium and mag
George Burch.
nesium for example causes alkali
Ill
suite. By analysis of the various
The Teachers' Reading Circle.
1 Aims and Advantages of the plahts the chemist can deter
Ti
"'',:"ví":';'- - i
f
Reading Circle.
mine the amount of each of the
Paper Mrs. Fannie Iligh-smit- e;emert3 they contain, and calculate the amount íemoved from
Discussion Lewis R. Haight an acre of soil by each crop. In
and Miss Marion Blanchard this way it should be possible to
2 The Territorial Reading Cir determine by an analysis of the
cle Work, Texts Adopted s;il v h Jther or not it u in nepc
Methods of Study, Credits of any of the plant food elements
for a speck I crop, when the
Given.
Paper Miss Clora Zimmer- amount found in an acre of the
soil is calculated to the depth at
man.
Discussion Miss Helen Da- w nchth? 1. nt isjally feeds.
An examination of this kind wiil
vis, Hilario Aragón.
No Pieno has ever been more enthusiastically
3 Review of the Reading Cir- how any soil to contain far more
endorsed.
The Artistic Case, the Easy, Responsive Action, and above
cle,
TesU, Civil s and than the amount of food necesall ths ecf, sweet, rich Tone, captivate3 performer end lisHealth, Teaching a Dis- sary for one year. This is a
tener, "ihe united verdict is that
necessary
.. ..
trict School, the Recitation.
stati, other-s ! the soil would be exhausted
Papers MissOlive V.Smith,
ARE
oy one year's cropping.
Miss Albanita V. Page.
The
elements
are
Discussion Luke Jackson,
conserved in the
EN
soil by being in an insoluble form
Moise Sanchez.
Pia; o Solo Miss Olive V. and not available to the plant,
Mrs. Helen M. F.!a!:er. 244 firan-- Ave.
i cannot nna words in the
Fniriivh lautrm
i.,
a beautiful
only small amounts being ren
Siniih.
evrr saw an ti tue tdne is sitnpW
t
.iti .be tiidu io give.s,jrou aumuaitestimonial, tuseI ithiuk
the Ljombard shuuld take tlie
dered available from year to ieu.d."
SECOND DAY FORENOON.
Ker. Geo. Double dav. Pri
year through through natural
ruri.tt
General Session.
FHr
hi urn, ana it is a pleasure to recommend it. it
,.,, ,7 r "
.,
agencies. In some soils there is
IV
WcValrtiy
County
purv,la"ce
F',,1'',:,r
ImVppndMit. Selmer,
savs:
.
Í
The Common School Course oí not a sufficient amount of all the
i'.diio) filisourm t smuu.e extauons. It in
ouly k rare K, luí
elements converted into an availStudy.
Question: Is it Possible or De- able form for one year's crop
sirable to Make all Instruction in ping, buch soils are in need of
R. S. Ktiip, PrniidMit Fcdsral Chartfr Co., Washinc-tnnD. C, savj: "We
,d
, i. arli.t wJ reani
.rial of II
d l.v many
Analyses of many after acan.-f.il
the Rural Schools Conform to a fertilizers.
s jils, together with fertilizer ex
Uniform Course of Study?
are
sarnpSts
These
penments,
of hundreds ef enthaslasllc letters
indicate that all the
Charles L. Schreck.
received In every mall.
Discussion Mrs. S. F. Beck- e'ements of plant food mentioned
above occur in abundance, and
ett, L. C. Mahanna.
tiivcstlggted the Lombard.
in an available form, in nearly all
V
soils
except
We
calcium,
Lomtjard
Ik
send
potassium,
Piano to anv
Give an Illustrated Lesson in
may
paid f. r by easy monthly or quarterly tiavmepts. Credit will he
In ;!veu totesuit
Sixth Reader Juan J. Clancey. phosphcras and nitrogen.
any honest cubtomer. s aiücount alloma tor all casli.
Discussion Miss Bessie Wis many soils an application of these
in a form available to plant will
GALilSSUaG PIANO CO.,
dom, G. W. Martinez.
increase the crop yield. A study
ÍANUF A.CTUaER.S,
AFTERNOON.
GALESBURO. ILL.
Piano Solo Miss Marion Blan- of New Mexico soils, and the waters with which they are irri"íes t&9 eiitor cf thi3 paper for further i. (formation about the
chard.
1 Education is Life
Frank gated, shows that they usually
bcrd Piano, and a special opportunity to get one almost FREE.
contain an abundance of all the
v-Morris.
set the barain of his lifo.
Discussion -- J. G. Márquez, elements except phesphorus and
nitrogen. The amount of these
Francisco Sanchez .
2 School Concerts, Holiday Ex- is nearly always small, and their
ercises, School Societies.etc, application to the soil, in the ext
ti a
n
KJ
r
.
as a Means of Creating periments that have been conSchool Interest in the Com- ducted, show that they are often
I
Lit
n h;
hi n
ti nu n 'j
ri ru rjn
munityMiss Mary L. Todd. needed by our crops. They are
Discussion J. W. Compton, especially needed in an organic
form, which has the additional
W. H. Highsmith.
3 Formulate Ten Important advantage of adding some much
Questions Which the Teacher needed humus. An economical
must Solve, '.o be Answered and desirable source for both eleby the Teachers Misses Una ments is stable manure and bat
guano.
Shane, Pelagia Baca.
The chemist has no means of
4 Suggestions for the ImproveI
will
ment of Our School Another measuring the exact amount of
available plant food in a soil, and
Year-- E.
C. Smith.
Discussion Charles Barnhart, his analysis may be of little value
in determining the immediate
B. F. Wilson, Max Gallegos.
crop producing power of a soil.
EVENING 8 O'CLOCK.
Dance and entertainment at Indeed, without making a num
Fitzgibbon Hall, by the ladies of ber of analyses of each soil type
C. VanHecke,
from every locality, the chemist
the town.
13
can tell litule about the fertility
Townsite
Man."
The
Questionable Enterprise.
In
of the soil. This would be a long
There are occasions when It Is un- and tedious aperation,
and makes
doubtedly better to Incur loss than to
(continued on page 6)
make gain. Plautus.
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Good Government Lots
Are Scarce.
have buyers who
accept your QUIT CLAIM
DEED.

LIST WITH ME
L

We have just received a new and complete line of Ladies and Gents Furnishings

ASK FOR OUR PRICES
FORT SUMNER,

NEW MEX.

PECOS VALLEY HOTEL
FORT SUMNER,

N. M"

FIRST CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS
Meafc and Lodgins $2.C0 Per Day.
Mrs. R. BEAUeiEN, Proprietress.
ÉS533

WeSh
General Contractor
and
Builder
Plans and Specifications Furnished Free

Paid Up Turn-Ke- y
Jobs
nA SPECIALTY.

v"

'lllggZOlMcuHave

(i

Dry Goods, Boots and Shoes,
Gent's Furnishings
r urniiure Hardware
Groceries Hay and Feed
Farming Implements and Wagons

rsaaz.

MM

oeadquarters
For all Kinds

of--

BUILDING Material,

Paints and Builders
Hardware
"Prices Right."
HARRY W. NAYLOR, Local Manager.

Simon K'atz
will give $2.00 to the Woodmen'of the World Camp
No. 68, towards builAing a Hall, out of the sale of

each and every SUIT of CLOTHES;ordered from
him during the months of NovemberjandDecember.

Aj9. 50."J"CLNTsTfrcm evcrylPair
sold by him during the same time.

of Pants
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COMMONPLACE
anu we bik".
why
sigh
we
as we say:
But
should
The commonplace sun In the common-

place sky
Makes UD the commonDlace day.
The moon and the stars are commonplace
things
The flower that blooms and the bird
that sings:
But sad were the world, and dark our lot,
If flowers failed and the sun shone not,
And God. who sees each separate soul
Out of commonplace lives makes His sess."
beautiful whole.'
Cocoanut.
Susan Coolrldge.
When cocoanuts are cheap In the
market buy half a dozen and prepare
Soups.
the
The variety of soups is legion and them for winder use. Remove
of the making of roup there is no end milk and pare off the brown rind.
A really good, well blended, nicely sea- Grate and add equal parts ot sugar.
soned, appetizing soup Is not a com If allowed 'to stand where It can be
mon variety.
Soups that are to pre- stirred occasionally in the warming
cede a course dinner must of necessity oven or bright sun, it will In a few
be simply hot and stimulating to the days be dry enough to put away.
stomach to prepare It for the heavy When ready to use soak In a little
dinner to follow. A cream soup with milk or water or use as any desiccatBesides the cheapness
croutons or bread sticks, may be the ed cocoanut.
main dish of a luncheon, as the cream of it, one appreciates the product of
one's own labor. To make the labor
Othersoups are highly nourishing.
wise good cooks fall when it comes to lighter and have no waste, put the
soup making, either from Indifference pieces too small to grate, through the
to its Importance, lack of knowing meat grinder, and keep this coarser
how, or both. As there are bo many part separate to use in fruit cookies
soups he is Indeed hard to please who or macaroons.
A nice recipe for macaroons that
likes none of them.
Here are two recipes which are never fails, is made of bread crumbs
any nuts which may be at hand.
and
such general favorites that one need
may be
not hesitate to serve them to the Cocoanut Is always nice, and
used with other nuts.
most fastidious:
Veal and Sago Soup.
Cherry Pudding.
Cut stale bread in thin slices, but
Chop fine two and one-hal- f
pounds
of lean veal. Cover the meat with ter well and lay In a serving dish.
three quarts of cold water and sim- Open a can of cherries, pour off the
mer slowly for two hours. Strain and Juice and thicken slightly with cornCook until the starch Is
Soak
reheat.
of a pound starch.
of sago half an hour In water to cov- cooked. Pour the Juice over the bread,
er; stir into the hot stock and cook a slice at a time, until well soaked,
30 minutes, then add two cupfuls ot add some of the cherries, cover with
scalded milk and pour the mixture a meringue and serve cold with
very slowly a little at a time at tlrst. cream.
over the yolks of four eggs, slightly
Reserve all canned fruit Juice and
beaten. Season with salt and pepper. use for pudding sauces or heated on
griddle cakes.
Cream of Tomato Soup.
Fruit juice with a little gelatine
Scald a quart of milk with a slice of added, poured over any combination
onion, thicken with four tablespoon-ful- s
of fruit liked and served, either plain
of flour, stirred with enough cold or with cream, makes a simple,
water to mix well; cook 20 minutes. wholesome and
attractive dessert.
Add two teaspoonfuls of sugar, one
h
teaspoonful of salt and
of a
teaspoonful of soda to half a can, or
one pint of tomatoes.
Cook 15 minutes and strain. Combine mixtures
and pour over
of a cupful of
butter In a hot tureen.
:.'ToliKK, the month of joy and
fruitfulness."
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Oh, suns and skies and clouds of June
And days of June together.
Ye can not rival for one hour
October's bright, blue weather.
H. H. Jackson.
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Hfc.' law of nature i
that a cerThe Festive Nut.
tain quantity of work Is
necessary to produce a certain quantity
The chestnut is distinctively the
of good of any kind whatever. If you Hallowe'en nut, and that time honored
want knowledge, you must toil for It; if day would not be complete without it.
food, you must toll for it; and If pleasIts delicacy of flavor blends with othure, you must toil for it."
Ruskln.
ers so well that Its appearance Is always a delight.
Water.
A tempting entree may be made by
Water is not a food, but Is a vital
necessity to the body, as it dissolves mashing a pound of roasted chestnuts
or softens the food and carries it to to a paste. Add half a cupful of sweet
all parts of the body and it also re- cream, a teaspoonful of chopped pars
ley and two
eggs; pour In
moves waste from the system.
to buttered timbal molds and bake in
Our bodies are constantly undergoing change; water increases these a pan of hot water in a hot oven, 20
Use the test for a maked
changes, which give rise to Increased minutes.
appetite and thus provides new nutri- custard to be sure they are cooked
(that is, putting into the center of
ment
People who, on rising, feel weak and the cup a silver knife; if It comes out
Is sufficiently
tired, will often And the cause Imper- clean the mixture
fect secretion of the wastes of the cooked). Remove from the molds and
body, which many times may be whol- serve with a cream sauce or rich toly relieved by a good drink of fresh mato sauce.
For a dinner salad, chestnuts with
For insomcool water, on retiring.
nia, a hot bath on going to bed, even cress are exceedingly good. Pile the
In hot weather, is a better remedy blanched nuts In the center of a flat
dish, surround with springs of cress
s
than drugs. Inflammation rapidly
under poultices of hot, moist and pour over a French dressing. Apples and chestnuts make a good comcloths.
Prepared with celery and
Hot water checks bleeding and ster- bination.
apple, served in apple cups, no salad
ilizes wounds.
could be more Inviting.
A rebellious stomach will be quietA delicate dessert may be concoct
ed by a glass of hot water. Ordinary
food contains fully half of Its weight ed with that dainty marrons au Juc.
and These are simply chestnuts cooked In
In water, and many vegetables
a lemon syrup. They may be prepared
fruits are 90 per cent, water.
Boiling water is a good method to In quantity and sealed in Jars to do
purify ft, as germs likely to cause dis- duty in innumerable desserts. Roast
ease are killed by the boiling temper- the nuts until tender, remove the shell
and Inner skin and drop the nuts into
ature.
It is Interesting to know that the a syrup made of equal parts of sugar
Chinese In the congested districts In and water (one pint each), the zest
which they live, rarely are troubled of one lemon, and the juice of two.
with diseases caused from bad water. To the above quantity add one pint of
Their method of boiling water in their nut meats; let them simmer gently
copper kettles renders it sterile, and ten minutes, All into jars and seal
while hot. Serve a spoonful in the
.
thus pure.
Water best performs its functions bottom of a sherbet cup with frappe
same
In the body, when pure, and its solv- or Ice cream on top. These
ent powers are Increased by heating. marrbns may be served with whipped
The most common mineral In water la cream or lemon jelly and are always
lime, and when lime or magnesia Is an acceptable dessert.
Roasted chestnuts,
apples, doughpresent it Is called hard water. The
drinking of hard water Is Bupposed to nuts and cider make the Ideal refreshments for the Hallowe'en party.
be one of the causes of rheumatism.

Mock Cherry

Pie.
cranberries, cut in
cupful
of
seeded raihalves;
of a
sins, cut in pieces; three-fourth- s
cupful of sugar and one tablespoonful
of flour. Dot over with bits of butter and bake with two crusts.
Mix one cupful of

?

i

.IrJN liie dwelling Is cmmped,
the purse limited, the ta
ble modest, a woman who has the gift
finds a way to make order and fitness
and convenience reign in her house. She
outs care and art into everything she un
dertakes. To do well what one has to do
Is not In her eyes the privilege of the
rich, but the right of all. That Is her
aim, and she knows how to give her
home a dignity and an attractiveness
that the dwellings of princes, it everything is left to mercenaries, cannot pos-

one-hal-

f

Fricassee Chicken, Pressed.
Remove all the bones from the cold
fricassee, put back Into the liquor In
which It was cooked; chop fine, then
pack In a mold and press. Serve cut
In slices.

Perhaps this will be a dish new to
some and worthy of a trial.
sprouts
Brussels
and chestnuts
make a nice dish served together.
Cook the sprouts until tender and
roast the nuts. To a quart of sprouts
add a pint of nuts, and Berve in a
thick cream sauce.
Eat leBS, drink more;
work more.

worry less,

POOR

.

Wilbur DNesbit.

hill

,

WITNESS
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FRIEND

Deacon's Brief Emphatic Testimony
Probably Somewhat Impressed
the Jury.

ifinCflSTOBIIi

Deacon Stephen Potter, one of the
pioneers of Utica, N. Y., was a man
of great eccentricity but high moral
The deacon will speak
character.
the truth and shame the devil," was
him.
said
of
often
On one occasion a Mend was en
gaged in a lawsuit In regard to some
"What do you think land a few miles from Utica. He held
that Heaven may (he land at a high price. During the
be?"
trial he called Deacon Potter as
The
hearer answered with a witneas, to prove how valuable the
land was. The deacon was sworn and
smile:
"A place where folk
asked if he knew the land.
like you and me
I know every
Yes,
he replied,
May hear sweet
all the foot of it."
music
while,
"What do you think it is worth, Mr.
Where roses bloom
Potter?'' was the next question.
and birds will
The
old man paused a moment and
sing
"If I had as many
And silver streams then said, slowly:
splash In the dollars as my yoke of oxen could
shade,
I
naught but draw on a sled on glazed Ice
With
vow I would not give a dollar an
Joy
In everything
acre for it!" Youth's Companion.
Of these. I know,
Is Heaven
CERTAIN DEATH.
made."

For Infanta and Children.

The Kind You Have
Always Bought
-3
PER CENT
Vegetable Preparation for Assimilating the Food and Regulating the S lomachs and Bowels of
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If through the moments and the years
We could not bring Its radiant rIow
To light our smiles, and dry the tears
Of all the weary folk we know.

Observed.
Another
Is

trouble

that there are

just as many kinds
of ounces of prevention suggested
as there will be
pounds of cure
later on.

Sometimes
the
fellow who doesn't
talk does a great
deal
sometimes
he is just too lazy
to talk
Henry Musser claims It is Just as
easy to shoot rabbits as elephants, but
wants iO know why no one ever writes
books about rabbit shooting.

It was a lawyer who said that a man
who is hU own lawyer has a fool for a
client.
The heroine in a novel written by a
man never keeps the hero waiting
while the does her hair all over. A
woman novelist sometimes
gets as
jealous as her heroine that she will
tell about her powdering her nose.
Bconomv is how we would save our
money if we had it - Ur we have
rpent It foolishly.

Winbrfittn flavor-

,

at least
distinction

you

my

n

Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
.Feverish-nes-

Worms .Convulsions
and LOSS OF SLEEP.

s

IP
IF

man, with a good
digestion and a steady job Is never
any
talking about "afnnl-lies.- "
tnown to do
An

The Boater and the Batter.

Said a boater biting butter
To a batter, as a baiter,
"I'm a better biter, batter:
No one else than me Is greater."
Said the batter to the boater

Biting butter, very bitter:
"I'm a butter biter beater
And I'll make you be a quitter.''

Then the batter bit the boater
And the boater bit the batter-B- ut
the better butter biter
Wasn't the former or the latter?
Economical.
"I have a letter from your uncle,"
says the first young man.
"There
must be something wrong with him.
mixed.
his
all
has
dates
He
Have you
noticed peculiarities
about him ot

late?"
"It's all right," explains the other.

"You know uncle Is of a saving disposition. He found a 1905 calendar early
this year and Bald he would make it
do, because it really hadn't been used
at all."
An Argument.

"What are those two men quarreling about?" we ask, indicating what
seems to be the beginning of a fight.
"Oh, that's nothing much," explains
our friend. "That's Braid the hat
man, claiming he doesn't have to eat
and Shells, the oyster
oysters
man, claiming be can wear his straw
hat till the middle of the month."

Use

Thirty Years

The Centaur Company,

NEW YORK.
Hilda

I!. VT IHI.1

you lay down your

Would

Ufe for me?

Harold Glady, dearest.
Hilda Then go and tell father of
our engagement.
SKIN

TROUBLES

yGuaranteed under the Foodanj
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
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When Cold Winds Blow

Two Little Girls Had Eczema Very
Badly In One Case Child's Hair
Came Out and Left Bare Patches.
Cuticura

aiim.ua

VMI

Great

When cold winds blow, biting frost
down
is in the air and
the chimney deaden the fires, then the

Success.

back-draugh- ts

"I have two little girls who have
been troubled very badly with eczema.
One of them had It on her lower
limbs. I did everything that I could
hear of for her, but it did not give
In until warm weather, when it seemingly subsided. The next winter when
It became cold the eczema started
again and also in her head where it
would take the hair out and leave
At the same time her
bare patches.
arms were sore the whole length of
them. I took her to a physician, but
the child grew worse all the time. Her
sister's arms were also affected. I began using Cuticura Remedies, and by
the time the second lot was used their
skin was soft and smooth. Mrs. Charles
Baker, Albion, Me., Sept. 21, '08."

PERFECTION
Oil Heater
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)

shows its sure heating power by
steadily supplying just the heat that
is needed for comfort.
The Perfection Oil Heater is unaffected
by weather conditions. It never fails. No
smoke no smell just a genial, satisfying
heat. The new

5

Automatic
Smokeless Device

Potter Drug ft Chem. Corp., Sole Props., Boston.

preven s the wick being turned
Removed, in an instant.

A Hero.

too

j

high.

13

Tommy's mother had made him a
Solid brass font holds 4 quarts of oil sufficient to give out a glowing heat'
present of a toy shovel and sent him
for 9 hours solid brass wick carriers damper top cool handle oil indicator.
out in the sand lot to play with his
Heater beautifully finished in nickel or Japan in a variety oí styles.
baby brother. "Take care of baby
Every Dealer Everywhere. If Not At Yours, Write for Descriptive Circula
to the Nearest Agency of the
now, Tommy, and don't let anything
hurt him," was mamma's parting in
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
(Incorporated)
junction.
Presently screams of anguish from
baby sent the distracted parent flying
to the sand lot. "For goodness' sake,
Tommy, what has happened to the
baby?" said she, trying to soothe the
wailing infant.
&
'There was a naughty fly biting him Paper-Hange- rs
A CRUISE TO
on the top of his head, and I killed it
Ton can orently Inórense Tonr bnalnOM with no ex.
with the shovel," was the proud re- tra investment Víoby selling Alfred
Peats' Prize
want one good worker in each
Wallpaper.
ply. Exchange.
and to the flntt wortuy Bip Mount will Bond

Painters

SOUTH AMERICA

Reason for Marrying.
A young couple developed such in
compatibility
of temper that six
years after marriage they carried their
difficulties to the divorce court. Their
little Cherry was very much concerneJ
through all the trouble.
thoughtfully,
said,
"Well,"
she
when I grow up I should never marry
if it wasn't that I want a father for
try children," Success Magazine.
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Remedies are Needed
Were we perfect, which we are not, medicines would
not often be needed. But since our systems have become weakened, impaired and broken down through
indiscretions which have gone on from the early ages,
through countless generations, remedies art needed to
aid Nature in correcting our inherited end otherwise
acquired weaknesses. To reach the seat of stomach
weakness and consequent digestive troubles, there is
nothing so good as Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery, a glyceric compound, extracted from native medio
nal roots sold for over forty years with great satisfaction to all users. For
Weak Stomach, Biliousness, Liver Complaint, Pain in the Stomach after eating.
Heartburn, Bad Breath, Belching of food, Chronic Diarrhea and other Intestinal
n
Derangements, the "Discovery" is a
and most efficient remedy.

The genuine

has on Us
outside wrapper the
Signature
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Alaocmlsosto the West
Indies and Orient
P. O. Bor 1767

l
land,
OPPORTUNITIES Unsurpassed.
ABUNDANT WATER at low rate. Healthful
Climate. Everything Orows. Strawberries at
Christinas. No Shelter Necessary for stoek on
c.iidi-s- l
day or niKht. The DAIRYMAN'S PARADISE. Wrile for ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET.

Dent. F,

ARGENTINA

URUGUAY and CHILE
First trip of its kind ever arranged1
will be made by the S.S. niuecher
(12.500 tons) leaving New York
January 22, 1810.
Duration

fsr customers to select from. We offer liberal profits
Answer quickly that you may
to onr representatives.
got the Bdcnry in your vicinity for 1910.
Alfred Peuta Co.. 1414S Wabash Ave.. Chicago.

acquire

by being run over by one.
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If you cannot afford to own an
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Aperfecl Remedy forConstipa-tio-

'What do you think that Heaven may

be?"
Why, It would be of little worth
Were It not given us to see
Some promise of it here on earth.

..

Slid
ftpptrmini
Airtu

land
Where all my own may be with me
And where, too, I may understand
The Ion pinga of the little hearts
And find my happiness complete
In soothing with a mother's arts
The weary little hands and feet."

What do you think that Heaven ma

of

neither

be?"
The mother answered: " 'Tis a

That towers ever green and high,
And never weariness nor strife
But just a comfort calm and blest
Such as we may not have In life
A folding of the hands in rest.

DigesHon,Cheerful-nessandRest.Conlai-

Opium .Morphine nor Mineral

"What do you think
that Heaven may

be?"
The old man answered with a sigh:
"A cot beneath a spreading tree

Bears the

T
LINK

New York

Did you hear It? How embar-rassinThesestomach noisesmake
you wish you could sink through
the floor. You imagine everyone
hears them. Keep a box of
in your purse or pocket
and take a part of one after eating.
It will relieve the stomach of gas. gU

g.

CAS-CARE-

CASCARETS 10c a box for a week',
treatment. AUdruratat.. Blreeat seller
la the world million boxea a monto.

RAW FURS

Yon can't afford to accept a secret nostrum as a substitute for this
medicine op known composition, not even though the urgent dealer may
thereby make a little bigger profit.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and Invigorate stomach, liver and
tiny granules, easy to take a oandy.
bowels. Sugar-coate-

If They Are

HIDES AND PFLTS
Write for our completa
price list nnd t&fts.
Highest prices paid and satisfactory returns.
A WOOL. TO.
rOTZ 1I1DK
Dunr, Colo.
Kapid City, 8. DV
Crawford, Krb.
WateoaB.Colemnn.WMlv

Booksfree. HIrIv
PATENTS lngton.D.C.
est nienaoes.
Beat result
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DENVER, NO.

Lindquisfs
Crackers

Not Lindquist's
They Are Not
The Best Crackers

MADE IN DENVER

Look For The Name On The Package

If Your Grocer Don't Sell Them, He's Slow

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

Color mora noons brighter anil tester colors thin arm other te. One 10c nachsoe colors all IKmt. Their dre In cold water belter
nuw w we, snu.n ana
o'Uhmií tipping apart. mile lor uwm
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than ant other dye.
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NEWS TO DATE
IN PARAGRAPHS
v

caught from the network of
wires round about
the'world.
DURING THE PAST WEEK
A RECORD OF

important events

CONDENSED FOR BUSY
PEOPLE.
WESTERN

NEWS.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Fnul
railroad has placed with the American
Locomotive Company an order for
fifty locomotives of the Pacific type.
Eleven thousand
chickens
were
burned to death when fire destroyed
plant
of
the
United States Packthe
ing Company at Hutchinson, Kan., a
few days since. The loss will reach

nearly

$50,000.

Ten million dollars is the price Co..
John Jacob Astor will pay for freedom
from his wife, a settlement having
been arranged on that basis.
An aero club with 100 members has
been organized at Cornell university
for the study of aerial navigation.
Several aeroplanes
are being constructed by club members.
On the night of the 9th inst. Halley's
comet was observed at Brown university by Prof. Winslow Upton, who
says it is quite faint, but should be
visible by telescope from now on and
with the naked eye In January.
Betting Is a crime In New York
anly when accompanied by a record,
registry or the use of some part of
the paraphernalia of professional gamblers, according to a decision handed
down by the New York Court of Appeals.
Alice Paul, who Is a member of a
New Jersey Quaker family, nnd Amelia Brown, the window smushing suffragettes, were sentenced in London
each to one month at hard labor. Both
are members of the Pankhurst organization.
From a stroke of apoplexy, Mrs. U.
S. Grant, Jr., daughter of ' the late
United States Senator Jerome D. Chaffee of Colorado, and wife of the second son of the late President Grant,
died suddenly in San Diego, Cal., on
the 10th Inst
Forty-seve- n
years after they served
as volunteer soldiers to protect Cincinnati from a threatened raid by Confederate troops, under Kirby Smith In
1802, the "squirrel hunters" of Cincinnati have received their pay at the
rate of $13 a month for the time engaged.
It is reported in New York that the
formation of a giant copper combine
to force down the cost of producing
the metal and booBt the price of the
finished product will be begun within
a few days. The return of Daniel
Guggenheim from Europe has set the
machinery in motion,
A growth in the campaign to eliminate Bible reading and hymn singing
from the public schools was reported
at the Central Conference of American Rabbis in New York City. In
thirty-fiv- e
cities there are no Bible
readings, and In eight only the old
testament and other psalms are read.
Having invaded many other fields of
man's activities, young women of
prominent families in New York City
have incorporated what is to be known
as the Woman's
Athletic
Club.
gymnasium and grounds will be obtained and the members will endeavor
to foster athletic achievements among
women generally.
The members so
far are mostly college women.
The New York Sun, in an extended
and sensational article, declares that
the sugar trust has stolen $30,000,000
from the United States. It says that
the same cargoes were weighed and
underweighed.
The trust paid freight
on actual weight. It paid duties on
the underweight.
It stole from 5 to
10 per cent, of the duty on every
cargo.
Two boys who gave their names as
George Williams, aged 18, and Frank
Brown, aged 16, were arrested on the
10th inst. on the charge of attempting
to rob an express train on the New
York Central, between Lyons and Syracuse. On entering the car they
were instantly covered by guns in the
hands of detectives, who had been engaged on account of recent car robber-

Finding that the soldiers were getting drunk on pay day, two ministers
at Fort Leavenworth, Kan., led a raid
upon a liquor joint and seized twenty
cases of beer and two jugs of whisky.
The ministers are the Rev. F. H.
Brown of the Baptist church, and the
Rev. E. L. Cunningham of the Christian church.
The Nebraska Supreme Court has
upheld the daylight saloon bill, which
forbids the sale or gift of liquor between 8 p. m. and 7 a. m. The law
was attacked on the ground that the
rights of cities were invaded and that
the revocation of a license on conviction of violation of the law was cruel
and unusual punishment.
Congratulations from the Italians of
the ten states and two territories comprising the Rocky mountain jurisdiction were sent in a dispatch from Denver on the 10th inst. by Consul Gen
eral Adolfo Rossi to King Victor
Emmanuel of Italy in honor of his forreplied
The King
tieth birthday.
with a warm message of appreciation.
Hearst's Homestake Mining Company has brought suit in the Federal
D.,
S.
Circuit Court at Deadwood,
against the Lead Miners' Union for
No
Injunction
?10,000 damages.
is
asked. The company alleges threats
on
part
bodily
of
the
of
harm
the
n
miners and Intimidation of
men, and charges the union with reducing the efficiency of its employes.
Fourteen men were killed and nine
seriously injured, of whom three may
collision on the
die, in a head-ourban line of the British Columbia
company ai iaae
'.niectric Kauway
View station, on the 10th inst. The
dead and injured were passengers and
crew of a car which left Vancouver
Not a man of
for New Westminster.
the 23 on the car escaped death or
Injury.
The Detroit United Railway has a
total mileage In Detroit, Mich., exclusive of its extensive suburban lines,
of 170.41, and a total of 998 cars. Franmiles of the comchises on sixty-sipany's lines expire this month. City
engineer Bancroft has appraised the
value of the company's holdings In ies.
An appraisal
Detroit at $H,284,606.
Ironbound windows prevented the
of the property from the same date,
by an engineer employed by the com- escape from death of eight workers
pany, fixes the total value at $24,708,-375- . in Robert Morrison & Sous' comb factory in Brooklyn, which caught fire
Monday, and five other men probably
GENERAL NEW8.
were fatally injured in making their
escape from the building. William
The third international congress on Morrison, son of the owner of the
Brusheld
in
home education will be
plant, lost his life in the flames while
sels from the 21st to the 25th of Au- trying to reach the safe and close its
gust, 1910.
doors. His father was among the inThe supply agents for the Amerijured.
state
that
Nairobi
can expedition at
government
has
Canadian
The
there is absolutely no truth in the ru
providing for the conmor recently circulated that Colonel framed a bill
cruisclass
second
of
three
struction
Roosevelt was ill.
four torpedo boat destroyers.
Hamburg Belle, the famous trotter ers and
these vessels probably
for
The
orders
recently purchased by Mel Hanna of wil be placed in Great Britain. The
Cleveland for $50,000, died of pneumobill provides also for Canadian trainnia a few days since on a stock farm ing establishments for both officers
near Thomasville, Ga.
and men. The annual cost of mainteTips and his savings were so wisely nance of the seven vessels and the exhead
Thielman,
penses of the naval schools are estiby
James
Invested
waiter at Delmonico's, New York City, mated at $3,000,000.
The banquet at Guild hall In London
that when he died recently he left an
in celebration of the King's sixty-eight- h
estate valued at $500,000.
birthday and the inauguration
The membership of the late E. H.
Harrlman In the New York Stock Ex- of Sir John Knlll as lord mayor to
Robert
by
succeed Sir George Truscott was viochange has been purchased
H. Loeb for a price understood to be lently interrupted by the militant sufMr.
Harriman paid fragettes. The lord mayor was reabout $85,000.
sponding to the toast to the King when
$1,500 for the seat.
Frank Czolgosz, aged 40, elder a crash of glass was heard, and a
brother of Leon Czolgosz, the assassin stained glass window fell in fragments
of the late President McKinley, died into the banqueting hall. Shouts of
a few days since of heart disease at "Votes for women" resounded through
his home in a Polish colony near Ab- the room. Two women who had
erdeen, Wash. Czolgosz had believed gained the roof and thrown the stones
bis brother Leon to be insane previous were arrested.
to the assassination.
NEWS FROM WASHINGTON.
Frank Gotch, champion wrestler of
the world, defeated Giovanni Raice-vic- h
President Taft returned to the
of Italy in two straight falls at
10th
the Coliseum In Chicago on the 9th White House on Wednesday, the
a trifle
Inst. The first fall was in sixteen instant, after an absence of
minutes, 28 seconds, and the second more than three months in the West
minutes, twenty eight sec- - and South, having made a successful
In five
trip of 13,000 miles.
onds.
Grig. Gen. William Beatty RochesMaj. Thomas H. Hays, formerly inspector general of the Confederate ter. U. S. A., retired, grandson of Na
of
army, at one time second vice presi- - thaniel Rochester, the founder
Rochester, N. Y., died in Washington
pany, died at Louisville, Ky., on the City on the 11th inst., following a
9th Inst., aged 72.
stroke of apoplexy.
Joel T. Rice and John A. Rlgg of
There has been an increase of
Hot Springs, Ark., have completed the nearly 300,000,000 bushels,
or fully
construction of the largest dirigible
in the production of wheat
'
balloon in this country, at the old Morrecently harvested in six countries in
ris Park race track in New York, and
which In
hemisphere,
they announce that In a few weeks the northern
s
practically
they will be sailing over New York 1908 produced
supply.
world's
of
the
j
City

To Enjoy

Late Des gns

Mind Over Matter.
"Much may be done," said the Acute
Observer, "by an authoritative voice.
Now, if a man says to a dog: 'Come
here!" with a note of absolute author- the full confidence of the
ity in his voice, the dog comes im- of the World and the Commendation of
mediately."
the most eminent physicians it was essen"Yes," said the Traveler, "I've noticed It. And It is especially marked tial that the component parts of Syrup
in oriental peoples. Why, when I was of Figs and Elixir of Senna should be
In Khallsandjharo,
I heard a man say known to and approved by them; therewith that authoritative note in his
tone: 'Oh, king, live forever,' and im- fore, the California Fig Syrup Co. pubmediately the king lived forever."
lishes a full statement with every package.
Carolyn Wells, In Success Magazine. The perfect purity and uniformity of pro
duct, which they demand in a laxative
A Lay Matter.
"Would you like the floors In mo- remedy of an ethical character, are assured
saic?" asked the architect.
original method of manThe Springfield man looked dubious. by the Company's
"Would you like the floors in mo- ufacture known to the Company only.
saic patterns?"
The figs of California are used in the
"I don't know so much about that," production of Syrup of Figs and Elixir of
he finally said. "I ain't got any prejudice against Moses as a man, and Senna to promote the pleasant taste, but
maybe he knew a lot about the law. the medicinal principles are obtained from
As regards laying of floors, though, 1 plants known to act most beneficially.
kinder think I'd rather have 'em
To get its beneficial effects always buy
Harper's Weekly.
the genuine manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co. only, and for sal
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, aa they cannot reach the disby all leading druggist.
eased portion of the ear.
There la only one way to
cure deafness, and that U by constitutional remedies,
besfness la caused by an Inflamed condition ol ths
mucous lining o( the Eustachian Tune. When this
tube la lnlhunod you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, and when It Is entirely closed. Deafness Is the result, and unless the Inflammation can he
taken out and this tube restored to Its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine cases
out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which Is nothing
but an Inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any case of
Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be cured
Sy Hairs Catarrh Cure. Kend for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY d; CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists. 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

Honor Where Honor Is Due.

First Golfer Well done, old chap!
That's the longest ball I've seen you
drive yet!
I'm afraid the
Second Golfer
credit's not all mine. A beast of a
wasp touched me up in the middle of
my swing. Punch.

The theater or opera gown Is of
white silk, braided In black rat tail
and trimmed with black net. The buttons are covered with net. The belt
Is finished with a large soft chou of
black panne velvet. Black and white
is one of the smartest combinations
and practical, too, as one does not tire

of It as quickly as one does of colors.
Light gray tweed and white fur
form the trotteur suit. The coat is
lines, which Is
cut on the semi-fittin- g
the favorite type for general wear.
The hat is turban shape, of white fur,
with a black velvet crown, and two
broad black and white quills.

IN

THE NEW STYLES

Never Have Gowns Designed for Feminine Adornment Been Prettier
Than This Season.
Somebody a mere man I think It
must have been stumbled over the
new name "la lauese" and blundered
Into the still newer one, "la lisonjera."
Really, when you stop to think of It,
It wasn't such a bad break, after all.
There Is a great deal of kinship between the washerwoman and the flatterer. The latter is a prettier name,
certainly, perhaps not as descriptive,
but quite as truthful, as the first. For
there is no doubt about it the new
Take the least
styles are flattering.
attractive of women and put her In
the most attractive of dresses a soft
petal-likdrapery, a beguilingly feminine bib, and a fichu that makes you
think of Marie Antoinette or the
"Lady with a Muff" and you may
take my word for it that the gown
will cajole the most unpromising form
very
and features Into something
close to beauty.
gowns
of
It really seems as If the
the present year had been especially
designed to make plain women lovely
and lovely women still lovelier. Take,
for Instance, a dress that I saw at
a casino dinner not long ago. It was
so very beautiful that you quite forgot
to analyze Its wearer's charm and
simply Bet her down in your memory
as a most enchanting person.
Edouard La Fontaine in the Delineator.
DAINTY

LITTLE DRESS.

MAKES

A

PRETTY

PRESENT

Bridge.
Miss Cheatham I believe I shall
have to give up bridge.
Miss Frank Really? Wasn't the
game worth the scandal?

The next time you feel that swallowing
sensation,
the sure sin of sore throat,
gargle Hamlins Wizard Oil immediately
with three parts water. It will save you
days and perhaps weeks of misery.
Difflcullies may surround our path,
but if the difficulties be not in ourselves, they may generally be overcome. Jewett.

PERRt

BEAUTY

Undoubtedly Not.
Capt. Jerome, while visiting Col.
Hlgglnson, took a derringer from the
table, and asked: "This thing loadBut before the colonel could
ed?"
reply the weapon was discharged, the
away one of the fingers
tearing
bullet
of the visitor. The colonel, who is
widely known on account of his extreme politeness, bowed gracefully,
"Not now, my dear
and rejoined:
captain."

DAVIS' PAINKILLER

should bo taken without delay when sore clir-s- and
tickling tunmt warn vim Unit mi iijim.yiiig cold
threatens. At all druggibtsln 1m, íüc and Wlo bottles.

A man likes a giggling girl about
Fan Bag, Always Acceptable, and by
as well as he does a crying baby.
No Means Difficult to Construct
at Home.
Mrs. Wlnslnw's Soothing; Hyrnp.

Just to throw together in a hurry

Urn gupis, reduces to
For children teething, softens
Immuntluu, allavspaln, cures wind collu. 2?ca bottle.

makes a bore
and yet to accomplish the most dashy
A little learning
doubly tiresome.
and effective of presents.
Here is one of the most fascinating
it' 3
imi m, m
of fan bags for the young girl partyi
goer or for the matron who never
r- -.
tinnsiis
i
stirs without her fan.
inn mu n
It is merely a finished strip of Chinese embroidery on satin the kind
ripped from a royal mandarin's old
jacket and sold in our country as "cu- 1
rio." The embroidered strips run to
Rhnes that look. fil. feel and Wear right.
blues and yellows, and are about thirrutarte nf trlerlrJ leather leather that is best bv
ty inches long. Double one together,
wrong side out, and fell the sides with
nianiw nw
in DtirlA
r JVC y HU fm-i-Afj th finect
perfect stitches; face the top with Its
shoe makers, in the best equipped factory in existence.
In
obtrusive
plain
a
color
least
satin
or China silk. Draw the bag with ribcTWAYER
bons of its darker shade run through
built for camhined style and service
atines are "bnilt on honor"
a casing, and put the fan inside or not,
built for absolute satisfaction and lasting comtoru Biggest values
according to the dictates of your conyou can ever hope to get for the money.
science or your purse.
There is an Honorbilt style that will exactly suit you and fit you.
Ask vour shoe dealer: If he hasn't it, write us. Look for
To Carry a Neat Tray.
the ILaycr I rode ICov on tne sole.
There Is no reason or excuse for
FREE If you will send ua the name of a dealer who does not handle
serving a patient with a sloppy tray.
Mayer Honorbilt snocn, we win Sena you iroo, posipuiu, uuu- ome picture, size Mxüu, Of ueorffe w bsiiiiiklu".
No matter how heavily it is laden or
We also make Leading Lady Shoes, Martha Washington
how far It must be carried nothing
Comlort anoes, yerma tusnion onoes, opcutu
need be spilled if precautions are obSchool Shoes and Work anoes.
1A
served.
Do not fill tumbler, pitcher or cup
F. cTHAYER BOOT &
full.
SHOE CO. EESSSKS
Never pour cream over cereal or
fruit, but put It in a tiny pitcher.
pots for coffee, tea or
Individual
They
chocolate are not expensive.
keep liquid warm, besides being more
neatly bandied.
Most important of all when the tray
is finally full, perhaps to overflowing,
nothing need be spilled over the edges
if the one who is carrying It will sway
the tray slightly from side to side as
she walks.

ifiiijiiiBr

(npii.4

HONORBILT

mm

WISI

Grandma's Shawl.
may use your grandma's lace
shawl her fine old black lace shawl
again if you have Ingenuity enough to
drape it. I say "again" because it is
supposed you have done so before, and
because I mean to imply that, with
care, you may use the beautiful thing
over and over again.
It should not be cut, but only draped
in tunic shape, and if too long It may
first be drawn up In apron-bilines,
and even tied Into pannier knots at
the front, back or side, according to
the lines of the garment.
You

Buttonholes

lamp, sold at a low price.
is a
There are lamps that cost more, but there is no better lamp at any
price. The Burner, the Wick, the Chimney Holder all are
vital things in a lamm these parts oí the RAYO LAMP are
perfectly constructed and there is nothing known in the art of
g
that could add to the value of the RAYO ai
device.
Suitable for any room in any house,
Kvpry dVnliT .wrywrn'rt.
If not at yours. 'Write
for di?scriritire circular to the nearest Agency of the

The RAYO LAMP

STEADY
WHITE

ff

X

CONTINENTAL

OIL COMPANY

(Incorporated)

in Strips.

The borne dressmaker or the seamstress who dislikes to work buttonholes will find joy in the fact that
they can be bought by the yard and in
all kinds of fabrics.
They come on muslin or silk strips,
and can be easily attached to the
edge of a blouse which is to fasten
under a fly.
The New Old Slipper.
French women are wearing
the
most adorable slippers, made of exA dainty little dress such as this quisite brocades, with lovely odd demight be made up in cashmere, veil- signs; the same style slipper that was
ing or viyella. It has a strip of plait- worn in the sixteenth and seventeenth
long and narrow shoes, but
ed material down center of front, the century
plaits are stitched to just past the with a square rather than pointed toe.
waist, the edges of other parts are
Darted Sleeve Liked.
scalloped and laid over folds of darker
material, and have buttons sewn on
A favorite sleeve is the one that
Inas trimming. The sleeves are set to a has no fullness at the shoulders.
plain cuff finished off by a lace frill. stead, the extra material is put into
6
42
yards
are
required:
carefully
which
Materials
tiny darts
fitted
"
yard about the arm hole, the material being
Inches wide, 1 dozen buttons,
cut away'underneath.
darker material.

Wear W. L. Douglas comfortable, easy walking, common
sense shoes. A trial will
convince any one that W. L.
Douglas shoes hold their
shape, fit better and wear
longer than other makes.
They are made upon honor,

the best leathers, by the
most skilled workmen, in all
the latest fashions, shoes in
every style and shape to suit
men In all walks of life.

Of

t The genuine hsve W.L.
PAHTIflN
I
UHU IUI1 Douglas name and price
Itamped on bottom, which guarantees
full value and protect! the wearer
against high prices and inferior shoe,
TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE.

A

Press Bulletin No. 157.
TO CONSUMPTIVES.
FISH DROPPED FR3M CLOUDS LEFT T0 FINISH HIS SLEEP
(continued from page 3. )
Edward A. Wilfon't. Preprticn of Hypliosphi.
te
and
bludsetti from t!i ovipit.al formula
Thought, Gambler Decided the Soverign Remedy
.
it impossible for the Station to OrlginaUy Carried Aloft in Water- - On Second
for Conaomption,
He Would Not Put the BishCatar,
h. La & tape, Coughs, Golds, and
Explanation
,fout
"Pl
undertake wnrlr nf iWc V,,,.
op Out.
of Occurrence.
nil Throat and Lung Matidioa.
ter free of charge for the indi1 hciihatida
of reuple say they have reliev
bishop of a southern diocese
ed by it.
vidual. For those who desire to On Friday last a number of towns- wasTheonce
making
a
missionary
jourpeople tku;g a v .ilk on the slopes of
who have used it will have no oth
have this work done here a fee Knocksealbert
ney through Arkansas and the Indian
er, and eccomiiiuid it to their fellow stif
bill were surprised to
of ten dollars will be charged for see on the grass nenr Simiineihill a territory, and on his arrival ut Natch- fen.
he said to the landlord oí a hotel,
each complete agricultural anal- large number of very small fishes, ez
It haa cured many
they were given
"I hm-been traveling for a week, up as Incurable by theirafter
varying In length
phynkk.ns.
2
to
liom
ysis to partly cover its cost.
night.
and
In
a
dy
mail
wagon,
nnd
I
For full particular, testimonial!!, etc.. address
inches. The t;sh appeared to be the
want a comfortable room."
C. A. Abbot, Sole Agent,
The chemist cannot t?ll the young of the lerring.
"Sorry," said the laml'nid "hut t 60
In
August,
Ann Street, New Yrok City, K. Y.
I9!)4, a shower of herring
farmer thp
don't believe there's a vacant room in
of Natchez;
various elements that would con-- !
there's a horserace, a
U'
s to
Serials 010120 to 010130.
Methodist conference and a political
suiute an excess, and result m whence the miniature fish had come, convention
in the
city, and every
EOT CCAL LAND.
injury
crop, since this de- for they foil from above on the hats house is full up. The only thing
can
and clothing of several men, and at give you
Department
of tl.e Interior, II. S.
pends upon the character of the the time a email black
is a shake down." Then obcloud of re- serving the
Land Ollice, tt Santa Fe, N. M.,
bishops tired Tace,
soil, drainage, crop, etc.; but markable density was directly
.
Get. 18, 1ÍI09.
added, "The best room In my house Is
knowing these conditions he can
to a noted gambler who usualNotice is hereby given that H. E'.
The phenomenon of fish falling from rented
advise, at least within rather the clouds is of n.ore common occur- ly remains out all night and seldom Ervien, Commissioner of Tub:ic l.anrit
in before breakfast.
If you will
wide limits, and often suggest a rence than 13 generally supposed. It gets
take the risk, you shall hxve his of the Territory of New Mexico, filed it:
this olf.ee on May 20, 1009, under tht
remedy. Work of this character Is undoubtedly due to some small fry room; nut ir he should
come In provisions
of fishes Laving
lifted from the there'll be u row,
of the Act of Con,:refs oi
will be undertaken free of charge water and carriedbeen
I'll promise you
over dry land by that."
June 21, 1888, Indemnity School l ent',
what is popularly known as a water- for citizens of New Mexico.
The bishop decided to take the risk. selections, fcr the following describee
Those desiring soil analysis spout.
About four o'clock in the morning the tracts oí Land:
Many cases are reported from gambler
made at this station should first abroad, and they are common In Inreturned and promptly shook
List 694. Serial 010120. Lots I. 2.
bishop by the ;..rm.
write the chemút concerning in- dia. Last year Caithness reported a the"Get
t, 4 sw of sw, se of sw, ne of se, nv oi
out of here, or I'll put you
shower of small flshe:. which were out!" he
e, sw of se, se of se Sec. 1. Lots 1, 2,
structions for taking samples.
shouted.
identified as herring fry. and there
1'he bishop, the gentlest of men, 1, 4, r.e of sw, r.w of sv.
sw of sw,
R. F. Hake.
was also a similar occurrence in

HOTEL de CAMP.
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Ath-ma-

ROOMS, 25 Cents.
CAY

EOAD,

$4.50 per

P. 1100DENPYLE,

MEALS, 25 Cents.
WEEK;

BOARD and KOOM,

Proprietor.

SUNNYSIDE,

$5.50 per
NEW

WEEK.

MEX.

hoi--

1

(1,

i
I
f

t

FORT SUMNER RESTAURANT.

ti

Mrs. M. Phi'ion, Proprietress.
Fint-cks-

Bcartl and Clean,

s

to-th- e

1

oer-hend-

raised himsolf
It

frogs, insects and other living creatures Lave also n Known to b thus
Dear Kate: The welding cake you sent
ampthrown the
1

The Epistle.

air-C-

got, and put the bit
Beneath my pJlow that same night,
Tnat I might dream on it.

liüt not

a single dream was

mine-N-

GIRL

o;

A

NATURE

STUDENT

She Meant Well, but Evidently Had a
Lot to Learn About Care
of Birds.

wasn't that too bad?
And so last night I ate tne cake
Oil. the (ireuir.s I had!
Boston Transcript.

Ricardo Ripsa
Away ot the Ricardo young
pjople were royally entertained
at the Stanley homo Knriiwlav
evening. The music was furnished by Mrs. Dennis Randall,
which a bountiful dainty
supper was served, consisting of

after

oysters, crackers, bjttcr, wafers,
I Lkles,
roast pork, cranberry

peaches, cream, cakes,
coffee, cocoa and lemonade. The
midnight hour approached all too
soon, then came the realization
to all that our hostess' entertaining ability could nowhere be
feauee,

d.

John E. McFarland
from the Salado last
where he has bean on a
trip in tne interest of J.

NOT

returned
Friday,
business
L. Max

She was not a nature student, and
when she saw a sparrow on the sidewalk, eyidentlv too vniintr In flv n,1
too badly frightened even to hop, she
.
. . ",mm
A1A
cuy
wnat to uo lor it.
" 1 1..
she did not know how it had got
,htle' where Its parents were or what
be advisable.
re"" ni6asur!S
All she could do, in her perplexity,
was to keep the group of boys who
had gathered around it from hurmln
it and see if any of them could suggest
a cuuise of action, for she was well
aware that In these days of nature
study the veriest Infant knows mora
about birds and their like than many
an elder perBou.
Presently a big boy pushed through
the group, looked at the bird kindly,
then stopped aud took it no. She was
much relieved.
"Will you take eare
of it?" she asked him. "Sure!" he responded, with inelegant emphasis. She
was anxious that it should have tha
best of care, so she helpfully sug-iull"Better give it a little milk."
The boy stared. Then he grinned.
Then he yelled. "Milk!" he roared.
"MKk! ha! ntUk " Then he streaketl
up the street, carrying tiie bird carefully In his hands ind derisively
"Milk!"
Her face flushed as she went on
her way, and sLe was heard to murmur to hcrrelf, "Now, I wonder why
ho laughed?
Very unmannerly, I'm
sure.

wm

well.
Mr. Person, section foreman of
Kuchanan, Sundayed with Mr.
Dennis Randall.
Mr. Albert Smith, of KawCity,
s
Okla., has purchased the Weldoii
Rubber Bands.
Tr
i
Elastic bands are taboo in a certain
na.i iarm one and
miles large office In New York city,
aud emsouth of Ricardo.
ployes are requested to dispense with
the
rubbers
altogether
or
to keep
Prof. Malianna is progressing them
with great circumspection.
nicely with his school.
UnThe reason for the precaution 'a
bounded success is wished him that the banc's are known to be hardly
less slippery Ulan the drsaded banana
by all.
peel, with (he same propensity for
Come and eat with us Thanks- causing severe falls, especially In conjunction
with the oiled wood floors of
giving day.
modern buildings.
Edney Hamilton and Mr. StanA valued woman employe of the ofley returned Friday from Tolar, fice In question had a severe fall owwhere they have been busy drill- ing to cne of these mischief makers,
which resulted in an Injury to hips
ing wells.
and spine which has incapacitated
her for all active work for some time
J. L. Maxwell anrl wift o
to
C!u;e. If, Indeed. It does not nrnva
busy moving from the farm to
permanently
Danf-rou-

m

one-ha-

lf

crippling.

town.

Several young people drove to
The Flnhting Parson.
When the
of the
the dance in Yesso Saturday
prsent Duke of Norfolk was engaged
night.
In any of h!s electioneering
contesis
Mr. Davy of Gillespie was a he w.is always attended by his chaplain,
an
a
hletic
man
one
and
who had
pleasant caller in Ricardo Friday.
good use of his hands on
made
The appeal of Dr. W. R. Lovelace, health officer, goes unheeded, and our fellow citizens
are still content with filth and
garbage. Why not take a little
time to cleaning up, and thus

several occasioiM that he acquired the
name of "The Fighting Parson." Mr.
Dauncey, an eminent counsel, having
once to examine him as a witness
during a trial, asked "whether he was
not tl.e gentleman called "The righting P,iron." "1 believe I am, sir"
tne divine rtplled; 'but if you refluiré;
any more positive proof and will do
me the favor to step out of court, I,
win give it to you under my nwn
hand." No further evidence was taken. ltally'i Magazijie.

save yourself and family from
disease and possible death? It
may be too late some of these
days, and you may regret your
Why England Han No Flies.
The proof la that It has been done.
neglect. It would be an unpleasSpeaking rashly, there
no flies in
ant duty for the health officer to England; at least, thereare re
so few
have to report your premises in that the Inhabitant dti ot think it
worth while to screen their dwellings.
an unsanitary condition
and! The reason Is the simplest the tight
little island is kept clean. Plfty years
cause your arrest: Clean up, and ago
file were a nuisance In England;
though not the plague they are here,
ave tins unnecessary touble.
for no other really civilized
was erer finite es

country

as the United
J. A. Coats, mayor, merchant States of America. dirty
This nuisance Is
a.id rxwtmaáier oí' Aguda, was pretty completely abalcd. In 50 years
England haa been swept and garumii
búaiiifss witn our mcr-- ; nished, and
the flies have starved.
Ciiaiitu tne lirdt of tha week.
MfClure's.
S. L'.

Tiirrit-r- ,

i.iaint.r and
uas juot completed
o. ii. Kticii.t coitaau.

pt'i- - iULifei--

,

i

Her Last Word.
Ilim You're wrong, and I've proved
that you were wrong. Hut only a fool
would rtrgue with (i woman.
Her Thai's what I've been thinking. Cleveland Leader.

on one elbow, so that
mo muscles OI- . lis mm
U

Joe. 2T. 4n. R. 20 E. N.M.P.M. Ei3.lL
acres.
List 69Ó. Serial 010121. Se of sw,
lc-o-t
E 20 E.,N.K.r.M.
iec. 2, T.

."I'b.ji.
into lull relief
friend," he bogan quietly
fore you put me out, will you have the
W, ircc. 2, T. 4 N. , R. 21 K., N.M.P.M.
kindiies. to feel of my arm'"
Kitmu;er put his hand on the iv of pw, ne of se, i:w of se Sec. 2.
bishop's arm
'e of sw, nw of sw, sw of sw, seof sw,
Stranger," he then said respectful-"yo- le of se, nw of se, sw of se, se of se,
ly.
can stay." Youth's Companjec. 3. Ne cf sw, nw cf sw, sw of sw.
Ion
Sec. 4, T. 4N., R. 21 E., N.M.P.M.
640
--

J
K

I

Rooms

::
Prctnpt Service and Courteous Attention
Vell-furmsh-

ed

Given To All Patrons.

5th. STREET MEAT MARKET.
CURTIS

&

Yv'OLFLEY,

Prop's.

yf
The Eest Line Of Fresh and Cured Meats
in Town.
"Out Cf Town Orders Solicited."

s.

WITH

A

LITTLE

DIPLOMACY

List 695. Serial 010122. Se of sw,
ie of se, nw of se, sw of se, se of Ee,

livery Stalk arid Feed Yard.

Husband Put an End to Plans That Sec. 4.
Meant the Breaking Up of
ie of sw, nw of sw, sw of sw, seof sw,
His Home.
IIORfrT S HOARDED BY THE MONTH.
ie of se, nw of se, sw cf se, se of c,
ADOBE CC RHAL CAM? WITH CEMENT FLOOR
The romance of a little nfr.ilr rf Sec.5. No of se, nw of sn, so of se,
HACK MEETS ALL TRAINS.
T. 1 N., E. 21 E. , N. m. P. M.
üCC. G,
the heart was completely annihilated
by an o.d lashioned husband.
acres.
V. M. KUNTEP, Prop.
Some
SUNNYSIDE, N. M.
good natured friend, who hoped to
List C97. Serial 010123. Lot 6, Sec.
throw hint Into spasms by tie start- '. Sw of
ne,
sw
nw,
se
of
of
nw,
See.
ling information, told him that his
ow oi re, se oi ne, sw ot nw, se o
Nctice to Homesteaders!
wile had made preparations to elope,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
If your nctice of intention to mdee
and that she only awaited the i.rat of nw, ne of sw, nw of sw, sw of sw, st
f
ne of se, nw of se, sw of se, si inal proof on your homestead appears Derartmcnl of the Intent r. V. S. Land
the month, when he who had promOffice at
ised to be the partner of her nigiu of se, Sec. P, T. 4 N., K 21 E'. , N. M. p. n these tolurrns, read it carefully, and Ri swell, K. M., Oct. 21, lOilft.
la hnohy given that Un Wt'liams,
Notice
Ei.9 f.cres.
would arrive with his month's pay,
of
f you find any error in the dotes, dc- - !.nI.r.,T M M
. ..
T
which was needed for traveling ex""
Lift 698. Serial 010124.
Sw of ne, '.cription, or speilinof nnmes, itshouM e. WferW
reto
penses.
Did that husband rave aiiu
be reported to tins ofllce at once, so it Kausnai e. n.m P ifcra'iau has mm n tice
of
tear his hair, go to ln.i wire and cm ie of nw, Sec. 10. Ne of ne, nw of ne,
tatentijo lu nak P'nal Commutation picuf. to
bended knees beg her to remain? No. nv of no, se of ne, ne of nw, se of nw, can be correct 'd.
,:' cUim to lht' ''nd
s'lb,'
driKrl(d.
might
delay
vour
proof
final
It
11.
3ec.
Ne
shoul.l
ni--,
of
of
nw
no,
sw
of ne,
"
Knterlng her presence, check book
' har et C. Henry, i; S. 'JoriminHiorer
.
at hi. nf.
. error be allowed
to rcmam m
:.
in hand, with a lighted cigar In his e of ne, ne of nw, nw of nw, tvr c,
tm eamp. K. tn
etice
!),
cember,
nw,
of
se
nw,
T.
Sec.
12,
4 N., R21 E.,
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Not Looking for Husbands.
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Angered bwause the impression got Sec. 7, T. 4 N., R. 22 E., Lots 2, 3, t.
DfTAKTMKKT OF 1I:E INTERIOR, ti R
abroad that they had organized to get Sec. 2, Lots 1, 2, 3, Sec. 3, T. 4 N., R. ..AND
OH ICE, AT SAM A FE N. M. Oct4th.
husbands, members of the Forty Wid- 23 E., N. M. p. M. 316.47 acres.
ta
Stnnl Witt
Notice 'B hrrehy Riven that Jarrea O. Reed, of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ow's association of Berwick, Pa., asked
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Department of the Interior, United States Land
what they believe is Intended as a 543. (9 acres.
Offiw-aKoawi ll. N. M.. Or t oler 11, 19, y.
A
short cut to matrimony, it has been
affidavit havinir been filed in
704. Seria! (.10130.
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Department of the Interior, United Sute Land
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as possible in the future.
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and offer
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23, lüt;9.
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would be one- a winsome telephone K" 03
hereltv notieil
to appear, respond, anl cO'er evi :en e" touching
girl and her fiance. The small talk Any and all persons claiming adverse-tinall- y The aaid contestant having:, in a
pllidavit, "aid allegation kt 10 o clock a. m. on Nevember So
"
drifted to the question as to ly the lands described, are advised tc
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8etfur,h1í'"'t8.'-!"c,'eh',lht
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btateaijamJ
ifterduedihftnce
Office at R(.sv.ell. N. M.
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notice
who should light the fire in the morn file their claims, or objections, on or sn not De mane, it is hereby ordered andthisdirected
T. C. Tillotaon.
Register,
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hat
notice be given by diie knd pruper
ing. It was his opinion that it wa.4 before the 23rd day
24 -- nov 27
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of November, 1909.
the wife's place to get up and start
T.
C.
Repirter.
Tillotson.
R.
Manuel
Otero, Register.
the fire, and let the poor,
HiR LD liuitu. Receiver.
j
Oct 16 nov 20
Notice of the above will be published
husband rest.
CONTEST NOTICE.
After this declaration there was oi. in the Fort Simner Review, published
Department of the Interior. United States
lence most profound, but only for the at Fort Sumner, New Mexico, which 1
NOTICE FOR PUCUCATKN.
Land office RoflweH, N. M., Oct., 7th, 19C9.
space of about half a second; then hereby designate as the newspaper
A aufficfent contest affidavit havln been filed
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Oflice
the girl thrust out her finger cneir- - published nearest the lands described.
at Fouwell, N. M.
in this office by Suaan Duvatl. contestant, against
Notice is hereby Riven that Roy H. Starr, of H. K. No. 110U,
clod by a ring, and murmured sweetly
made Feb.. 13th. 1907, for N
R. Otero, Register.
Manuel
Sehroeder N. M., who, on October, 31st., JtíO'
but firmly:
"liing off, please; you
N 2 NW
mue Homestead Entry, No. 131(!2, Serial No NE.
Section 21. Townahi 1. V
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lor Northwest
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is alledgai that said WUliam Akera ha
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it
number."
lied
notice
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of his intention to make
abandoned the said tract: that he haa
mai e fnul commutation proof, to establish wholly
CONTEST NOTICE.
claim to the land abovo desLrild, before Frank
hanged his residence thereform for mora than
N. I'atíe, U. S. Court Commiauioner,
"Halcyon Days."
at
six months since making said entry ajid next prior
Department of the interior,
States Lend
N. M
the2.th. (Jy ol' Novcmlter. 19j9.
The expression "halcyon days" has Onice. RoRweÜ. N. M.. Nov. 6.Uuited
1ÍV9.
to
the date hereof; that aaid tract is not settled
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contort, affidavit having been filet! Wesiey. Wiflium J. mItnMuin
r,rma William
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upon and cultivated by said petty aa required by
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,h8 c.ffice by Mary k,
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Claude E. Starr, all of Schroeder, N. M.
law: that hia alleged absence from said land was
cient Sicilians. They Hrmly believed atra.nst Homestead entry McFranris,
No, 14190, made ftlarth
i. Tillotkon, Register. not ne to his employment in the Army,
oetl6-nov- 20
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n 18, Tuw nMp 2 North. Knve 25 Euatty
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Iv.imn' T. (:
coitislM, in which it is
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tnat Edmund 7. Carrol has failed to rstab-:- i
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with Spain, or during tny other war in whk-- th
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Unite States
líiearti, N. M., (ano Homestead Entry. No. 1174B,
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cilin and safe lor the inurin;r. Henea tiiiit fmal hi a intt will be hfld at n'neo'dlouka. m. It.r ii.rtn-ea- t
Section 2S.T.v.r.hip 2 N.. Rtnite tnat saul homestead entry No. 1101 1
the Register and 2j k., n.m.p. Meridian.
the name "Halcyon Days," when, ac- - n JünuLi-- nt It ih. IttlU,
may be debyV. illiam Tcmi a.:n GjntoB-Lchfcctvfcr
the Untied States tnd Oflice in
l.
alleged
it
is
which
in
aaid
entryman haa clared cancelled and forfeited to the United
that
coring to Milton, "Hilda of color sal
M.
N.
who.ly abandoned
said land for more than six Sutes, he. the contestant, payiny the etpeneaa
Tl.e said e( ntCBtanthtv:nar, inaprcper affidavit,
brooding on the charmed wave "
of
laHt
months
pest,
said
are hereby notilU.1 such hearth?. Said purlics
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nii.l oír. i
i.ce louchiu
n.i
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ík
i:v.
not ie mo.'e it
l
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Village Gossip.
and directed thai such notice slmll be given by the tWristei and Itecetvcr ut the United Statts allegations at 10 o'clock, a. m. on Dec. 4th. 1909.
Land Oflice in rioawell. N. M.
before D. J. Townley. U. S. Commiaaioncr at
"Is Squire Whetstone consideróle ol ;iue and proper pubiicatii n.
T. O. Tillotaon, Register.
(Novo)
T. C. Tii.i.otson, Resister.
N. M. (and that final hearing will bo held
27
Oct
dumb animals?"
9 o'clock a. m. on Dec, 13th, 1909 before)
at
"I don't know how he treats 'em,,
the
Stop Nosebleed.
Register
and Receiver at the United Statee Land
anuwered Si Simling. "But ! certainPlace a piece of brown or tissue paly speaks mighty kind of 'em when' per over the teeth of the upper jaw FIKEULES for fha Kidnays Office in Roswell, N. M.
30 DAV8' TRIAL FOR SI.OO.
T. C. Tillotson, Rcsiater.
he's efiginetria' & hogs trade."
Oct. 30. Dec. 4.
and the bleeding will stop at once
On sale at the Eunnslde Drug Co'a.
a recipe worth knowing.
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The story opens with the shipwreck of
the Bteamer on which Miss Genevieve
Leslie, an American heiress, Lord
an Englishman, and Tom Blake,
a brusque American, were passengers.
The three were tossed upon an uninhaband were the only ones not
Island
ited
drowned. Blake recovered from a drunk-- n
stupor. Blake, shunned on the boat,
because of his roughness, became a hero
as preserver of the helpless pair. The
Englishman was suing for the hand of
Miss Leslie. Blake started to swim back
to the ship to recover what was left.
Blake returned safely. Winthrope wasted
his last match on a cigarette, for which
be was scored by Blake. Their first meal
was a dead fish. The trio started a ten
mile hike for higher land. Thirst atBlake was compelled to
tacked them.
carry Miss Leslie on account of weariness. He taunted Winthrope. They entered the Jungle. That night was passed
roosting high in a tree. The next morning they descended to the open again.
All three constructed hats to shield them-aelvfrom the sun. They then feasted
on cocoanuts, the only procurable food.
Miss Leslie showed a liking for Blake,
but detested his roughness. Led by Blake
they established a home in some cliffs.
Slake found a fresh water spring. Miss
Leslie faced an unpleasant
situation.
They planned their campaign. Blake recovered his surveyor's magnifying glass,
Are.
He started a Jungle
thus insuring
fire, killing a large leopard and smothering several cubs. In the leopard's cavern they built a small home. They gained
the cliffs by burning the bottom of a
tree until It fell against the heights. The
eggs
trio secured
from the cliffs.
"Miss Leslie's white skirt
was decided
apon as a signal.

"4.

CHAPTER XII. Continued.
One after another, the keys were
welded together, end to end, in a narrow ribbon of steel. The thinnest
one, however, was not fastened to the
tip until It had been used to burn a
groove In the edge of a rib, selected
from among the bones which Miss
Leslie had thrown out of the baobab.
The last key was then fastened to the
others; the blade ground sharp, tempered, and Inserted in the groove.
Finally, pieces of the keyring were fitted in bands around the bone, through
notches cut In the ends of the steel
blade. The result was a
bone-backeknife, with a narrow cutting edge of fine steel.
Long before it was finished Miss
Leslie had been forced away by the
requirements of her own work. In
fact, Blake did not complete his task
At the
until late in the afternoon.
end, he spent more than an hour
grinding the handle into shape. When
he came to show the completed knife
to Miss Leslie, he was fairly aglow with
Justifiable pride.
"How's that for an Eskimo job?" he
"Bunch of keys and a
demanded.
bone, eh?"
"You are certainly very ingenious,
Mr. Blake!"
"Nixy! There's little of the inventor
In my top piece only some hustle
I was up in
and a good memory.
Alaska, you know. Saw a sight of
Eskimo work."
"Still, it Is very skilfully done."
Look out for the
"That may be
edge!
It'd do to shave. No more
bamboo splinters for me dull when
you hit a piece of bone. I'm ready
now to skin a rhinoceros."
"If you can catch one!"
"Guess we could find enough of
them around here, all right. But
we'll start in on some of Win's sheep

and cattle."

jjj

Tasted Queer to Teddy.
Tortiiv after havine a rlrink of Plain
soda water, was asked how he liked
it.
it
"Not verv well." he reDlied.
tastes too much as though my foot
had gone asleep in my mouth."
Another Discovery.
...)
lnn.nJ itin man WlA
had been hunting for it, "I have dispole."
the
covered
"Good," salo tne man wno was wnu
him, "now I'll get the bait and we'll
go fishing."
ITT
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SUGGESTION.

"Oh, do! One grows tired of egss,
s
are so tough
and all these
and fishy, no matter how I cook them."
"We'll sneak down to the pool, and
make a try with the bows this evening. I'll give odds, though, that we
draw a blank. Win's got the aim, but
no drive; I've got the drive, but no
aim. Even if I hit an antelope, I don't
arrow would
think a bamboo-pointebother him much."
"Don't the savages kill game without iron weapons?"
"Sure; but a lot have flint points,
and a lot of others use poison. I
know that the Apaches and some of
those other southern Indians used to
rattlesnake
fix their arrows with
poison."
"How horrible!"
"Well, that depends on how you look
at It. I guess they thought guns more
horrible when they tackled the whites
and got the daylight let through 'em.
At any rate, they swapped arrows for
rifles mighty quick, and anyone who
knows Apaches will tell you it wasn't
because they thought bullets would
do less damage."
"Yet the thought of poison"
"Yes; but the thought of
Sooner than starve, I'd poison
every animal la Africa and so would
you."
"I I You put it in such a horrible
way. One must consider others, animals as well as people; and yet "
"Survival of the fittest. I've read
some things, and I'm no fool, if I do
say it myself. For Instance, I'm the
boss here, because I'm the fittest of
our crowd la this environment; but
back In what's cailed civilized parts,
where the law lets a few Bhrewd fellows monopolize the means of production, a man like your father"
"Mr. Blake, it Is not my fault If
business
In
the
position
papa's
world "
"Nor his, either It's the cussed system! No; that's all right, Miss Jenny.
I was only illustrating. Now, I take it,
both you and Win would like to get
rid if a boss like me. If you could get
rid of Africa at the same time. As it
Is, though, I guess you'd rather have
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A Remarkable Preacher.
A voune nreacher who was staying
The Rejected One And Is this great
at a rlerev house was in the habit of
pices, even though my costume is that love of mine to be cast aside?
or
She (wearily) You might have it retiring to his room for an hour
of a savage."
more each day to practice pulpit ora"Savage? Great Scott! that leopard Btuffed!
tory. At such times he filled the
dress would win out against any set
Taking Care of Yourself,
house with sounds of fervor and
of Russian furs
and I've heard
pathos and emptied it of almost every
they're considered all kinds of dog.
There never was a time when peo thing else, rninips urooks cnanceu
Come on. I can swing you into the ple paid as much attention to their to be visiting a friend in this house
branches, and It's easy from there health and strength as they do now. one day when the budding orator wai
Time was when fine stock and fine holding forth.
up."
horses were fed more carefully than
"GraciouB me!" exciaimea me disu-o"You will excuse me, please."
starting up in assumed terror.
"Yes, you can go alone," interposed human beings.
The result of properly balanced ra "Pray, what might that be?"
Winthrope.
"I am indisposed
this tions has
worked wonderB with stock
"Sit down, bishop," nis rnena remorning, and, what Is more, I have and recent experiments are proving
plied. "That's only young D
had enough of your dictation."
manthing
same
true
is
of
that the
practising what he preaches." Every"You have, have you?" growled kind.
body's Magazine.
Blake, his patience suddenly come to
It has been found that Quaker
an end. "Well, let me tell you, Miss Scotch Oats eaten often and regularly
A Painless Death.
Leslie is a lady, and If she don't want taking the place of heavy, greasy foods
in the factory district of
A teacher
,
.
to go, that settles it. But as for you, will work wonders in the health and
tn,n harl hoen PivinB
you'll go, If I have to kick you every strength of a family.
lectures upon the
earnest
children
School children fed frequently on the
step."
Quaker Scotch Oats thrive physically polsonousnesst 01b uiri.
her
rained
li.Ho
n
WIIW UlUIUlllB
Winthrope cringed back, and broke and are always capable of the best
""' frtrl
a boy
Into a childish whine. "Don't don't work at school. For athletes, labor- hand excitedly and pointed to
Oh, I say, Miss Gene- ers, It is the best food. One of the at- wno seldom " naa cieau
do It, Blake
"Toucher she said, "look quick!
vieve, how can you stand by and see tractive features of Quaker Scotch Jimmie's committin'
He's
suicide!
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AWNINGS,

"I'm Unprepared
of a Savage."

to Climb Precipices,

me for boss, and live, than be left all
by your lonesomes, to starve."
"I I'm sure there is no question of
your leadership, Mr. Blake. We have
both tried our best to do what you
have asked of us."
"You have, at least. But I know. If
It'd be
a ship should come
Blake to the back seat. 'Papa, give
this er person a chrck for his services, while I chase off with Winnie, to
'Ighness.' "
get my look-ion 'Is l
"I'm
Miss Leslie flushed crimson
sure, Mr. Blake "
"Oh, don't let that worry you, Miss
Jenny.
It don't me. I couldn't be
sore with you if I tried. Just the same,
I know what it'll be like. I've rubbed
elbows enough with snobs and big
bugs to know what kind of consideration they give one of the mahsses
unless one of the mahsses has the
drop on them. Hello, Win! What's
kept you so late?"
"None of your business!" snapped
Winthrope.
Miss Leslie glanced at him, even
more puzzled and startled by this outbreak than she had been by Blake's
strange talk. But if Blake was angered,
he did not show it.
"Say, Win," he remarked gravely,
"I was going to take you down to the
pool after supper, on a try with the
bows. But I guess you'd better stay
close by the fire."
"Yes; It is time you gave a little
consideration to those who deserve It,"
rejoined Winthrope, with a peevishness of tone and manner which surprised Miss Leslie, "I tell you, I'm
tired of being treated like a dog."
"All right, all right, old man. Just
draw up your chair, and get all the
hot broth aboard you can stow," answered Blake, soothingly.
Winthrope sat down; but throughout the meal, he continued to complain over trifles with the peevishness
of a spoiled child, until Miss Leslie
blushed for him. Greatly to her astonishment, Blake endured the nagging without a sign of Irritation, and
in the end took his bow aud arrows
and went off down the cleft, with no
more than a quiet reminder to Winthrope that he should keep near the
fire.
When, shortly after dark, the engineer came groping his way back up
the gorge, he was by no means so
calm. Out of six shots, he had hit one
antelope in the neck and another in
had
the haunch; yet both animals
made off all the swifter for their
wounds.
The noise of his approach awakened
Winthrope, who turned over, and began to complain in a whining falsetto.
out
Miss Leslie, who was peering
through the bars of her screen, looked
to see Blake kick the prostrate man.
His frown showed only too clearly that
he was In a savage temper. To her
astonishment, he spoke in a soothing
tone until Winthrope again fell asleep.
Then he quietly set about erecting a
canopy of bamboos over the sleeper.
Just why he should build this was
a puzzle to the girl. But when she
caught a glimpse of Blake's altered
expression, she drew a deep breath of

Even Though My Costume It That
relief, and picked her way around the
to He
edge of her bamboo stakes,
down without a trace of the fear which
had been haunting her.
CHAPTER XIII.
The Mark of the Beast.
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ORNING found Winthrope
more irritable and peevish
than ever. Though he had
not been called on watch by Blake
until long after midnight, he had soon
fallen asleep at his post and permitted
the fire to die out. Shortly before
dawn, Blake was roused by a pack of
Jackals, snarling and quarreling over
the half-drieseafowl. To charge
upon the thieves and put them to
flight with a few blows of his club
took but a moment. Yet daylight
showed more than half the drying
frames empty.
Blake was staring glumly at them,
with his broad back to Winthrope,
when Miss Leslie appeared. The sudcomden cessation of Winthrope's
plaints brought his companion around
on the instant. The girl stood before
him, clad from neck to foot In her
leopard-skidress.
"Well, I'll
be dashed!" he exclaimed, and he stood staring at her
"I fear It will be warm. Do you
think it becoming?" she asked, flushing, and turning as though to show
the fit of the costume.
"Do I?" he echoed. "Miss Jenny,
you're a peach!"
"Thank you," she said. "And here
is the skirt. I have ripped it open.
You see, it will make a fine flag."
"If It's put up. Seems a pity,
though, to do that, when we're getting
on so fine. What do you say to leaving it down, and starting a little
colony of our own?"
Miss Leslie raised the skirt in her
outstretched hands. Behind it her
face became white as the cloth.
"Well?" demanded Blake soberly,
though his eyes were twinkling.
"You forget the fever," she retorted
mockingly, and Blake failed to catch
the quaver benealh the light remark.
"Say, you've got me there!" he admitted. "Just pass over your flag, and
scrape up some grub. I'll be breaking
out a big bamboo. There are plenty
of holes and loose stones on the cliff.
We'll have the signal up before noon."
Miss Leslie murmured her thanks,
and Immediately set about the preparation of breakfast.
When Blake had the bamboo ready,
with one edge of the broad piece of
white duck lashed to It with catgut as
high up as the tapering staff would
bear, he called upon Winthrope to accompany him.
"You can go, too, Miss Jenny," he
added. "You haven't been on the cliff
yet, and you ought to celebrate the occasion."
"No, thank you," replied the girl.
"I'm still unprepared to climb prect- -
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The Child as an Asset.
There Is undoubtedly a very grave
problem connected with the birth rate.
The church In past times furnished a
religious motive for large families, and
this tended to counteract the natural
trndency of the birth rate to decline
from economic causes as the period of
Infancy came to be prolonged In an
advancing civilization, says a writer
In the Springfield (Mass.) Republican.
If the religious motive be destroyed,
the economic forces making for fewer
children must enjoy freer scope, and
as the cost of living rises and the
financial burden of rearing and educating children through a long series
of years becomes heavier for the average parent to bear the scare over race
suicide Is likely to be the more pronounced. Makipg the child, however,
once more a pecuniary assnt of the
parents at a tender age would be suicidal to civilization itself.
Such a Mean Trick.
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ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Contest Cases Before U. S. Commissioner a Specialty.

again I know what to get" declares
Mrs. A. L. Alley of Beats, Me., ,,for,
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puelic in office. New Discovery, tnj seeing its excelSumner,
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L. R. SCH0CH.

SHOP.

Contractor and Builder.
O. H. RAY.
CITY DRAYMAN
All kinds of dray work done
on short notice

N. M.
Is in tlif? IYm'up Valley, on the new cut-of- f of the A. T. & S. F.
Ry. thai is to
a i rit of the through transcontinental route.
It is supported by I'J.UiO acres of irrigated fruit and alfalfa land,
an enormous expanse of Campbell System Farming land, a well
developed sheep industry and a climate that will eventually be its
e

greatest asset.

Fort Sumner Needs

Fort Sumner Has
City water,
Ttlphone system,
A
lake Lake Sumner,
Irrigated streets and gardens,
An enthusiastic commercial club,
600 boosting citizens,
Town well, in depot addition,
A union church being built,
Three school teachers for 1909-1Electric liht plant almost completed,
A new $10,000 depot,
One doctor, one lawyer,
Five mercantile stores, one dru store,
One bank, one bakury, three restaurants
Six hotels, excellently equipped,
One newspaper
Fort Sumner Review,
A feed atore and a coal yard,
Good corral, cement block factory,
One plumber, a tin shop, one cobbler,
A second hand store, few saloons.
Insurance agents, U. S. Commissioner,
Lumber yard, carpenters,
Masons, bricklayers.
Two big wool houses.

"Cement Work A Specialty"
Call on me for bids on all
kinds of Buildings.
N. M.
Fort Sumner,

F. C. HASTINGS.
Carpenter and Builder.

The Santa Fe
New

Mexican

Sooth

your home paper first
and then take the El Paso Herald.
The Herald is the best medium to
keep in touch with general news as
well as news of the whole southwest.

IU3an&sen

PSIe Remedy
FAIL

Fort Sumner
Broom Factory.
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OWENS

The Cough SyTup that
rids th system of a cold

by acting at a cathartic

on

bowels is
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LAXATIVE

00 UGH SYRUP
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For sale by the Sunyside Drug
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a'j thousands liave testified.

is tho original laxative sough syrnp.
contains no opiates, gently moves the
bore'., currving the cold off through the
natural channels.
Guaranteed to give
satisfaction or money refunded.
Hrns

it?

SONS

RETAIL

the Solicit the General Trade and
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Fort Sumner, - - New Mex.

NEW MEXICO.

Meklntj tha Best of Life.
Comparatively few men know how
to live.
The man who has no system
In his life, who is regulated by no definite principle and proposes to himself
no great and honorable end is not
likely to show a satisfactory result.
Reflect on the vasi possibilities of
your life of bonor, usefulness and
happiness.
Is your life as intelligent,
as happy, as useful as you might hart

&.

WHOLESALE &

FORT SUMNER COMMERCIAL CLUB

m?.rf

H.

Offers his professional services to
the public. He carries the samples
of Wall Paper of L. C. Orrell 4: Co.
of Chicago, which is one of the
largest in the city.
:
New Mexico.
Fort Sumner,

RELIEVES WHEN OTHER

For saleby the Sunnyside Drug

e,

Women' Ntwipapora In China.
'The Strong Man of China" was a
woman the late dovar';r empress,
Though the country Is behind hand In
many ways, It Is well to the lor in
the otter of women's dally papers, of
whieh It has a large number. There
are five in Shanghai, four in Canton,
and hardly any city is without Its'
women's daily press. Generally then
papers are produced solely by women.
Home Noti's,

N.

S. E. TURNER,
"It Gives All The News." Painter and Paper Hanger.
Subscribe to

Fruit and confectionery with news stand
Painter & paper hanger, harness maker
Moving picture show, cement contractor
Building contractor, Abstract oflice,
Brick, lime and cement, cigar factory,
Jeweier and optician, a dentist,
Ice plant, well driller, farmers,
Farmers, farmers and still more farmers
And all the
brainy, hust
ling, boosting young men of the East,
North or South who have breadth of
mind enough to see into the future,
good judgement enough to recoginize
an opportunity and courage enough
to grasp it.
Fort Sumner's citizens
today are the best the country affords
and she wants more of the same kind.

FORT SUMNER.

Side Of The Plaza,

Sunnyside,

Furniture store with undertaker,
The oldest dialy in the SouthHardware store, laundry, livery stable west. $1.75 per quarter year.
Watchmaker, bottling works, nursery,
Creamery, veterinary surgeon, llorist,

j

.

Won't Slight A Good Friend.
"If ever I need a cough medicine

M. R. BAKER.

SANTA ROSA and BUCHANAN.

FURNISHING

Simon Katz, Clerk.

18t3

DR. W. R. LOVELACE.
What has happened to the
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON. committee appointed by the ComSURGERY A SPECIALTY.
mercial Club to take steps to
Office at the store of the Sunnyside
have a cement sidewalk from the
Ilrug Company.
depot to Sumner avenue.
New Mexico.
Sunnyside.
Who has obstructed the good
start? How many of our business
C C. DAVIDSON.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. men have refused to go into the
Practices in all the Court. deal and who are they? How
Special attention to land caaes many have agreed to have the
before the U. S. Land Office.
sidewalk constructed in front of
New Mex.
Tucumcari,
Let some one
their premises?
answer. We have a very reasonWHARTON & LAWSON.
able offer from the contractors
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
and
should accept it at once.
N" M.

The First National Bank of Fort Sumner.

GENTS

meeting in full force.

PROFESSIONAL,

1st. The U. S. Government is, in a sense, a silent partner, in the
conduct of evdy Naronnl Bank.
In jr;:ting a charter to a bank it malíes special inquiry as to the
Cits i t :v ail ti 1.1 noial standing of the applicants.
Twiix t ,v;;r, o
it sends an examiner, who makes an exami- nat'n of n 01 ir.i l Lius'ness methods employed, reporting any
to t';
ot Currency.
retfU'aril'-2nd.
Tl.c V. S G(. eminent keeps a watchful, but friend'y eye on
all National I! ral;:
It requires each hat'oiml Bank to make a sworn statement of its
condition, five times in a year, and to publish such reports in the local
newspaper.
It requires the Board of Directors to perform its duties, and to have
a knowledge of the manner in wh ch the business is being jonducted.
3rd. The U. S. Government forbids National Banks to own any real
estate, except its own bu lding.
It does not allow National Ban!;s to loan their money on real estate.
It does not aliow a National Bank to loan more than ten per cent of
its capital stock and surplus to any one borrower.
It holds each stockho'der responsible for an additional amount equal
to the stock owned, in case of any irregularities or shortage.
4th. The U. S. Government requires a National Bank to secure its
currency circulation by purchasing. government bonds and depositing
same with the U. S. Treasurer.
It requires the National Bank to maintain at all times a cash resarve
equal to 25 per cent of its deposits.
with other than
It does not allow this legal reserve to be
National Banks

loiSEBROS.

The Review,
One Year
One Dollar.

South.
Leaves Willard 6:13 P. M. going south.
Arrives at Torrance 8:011 P. M.
Going North.
Next meeting of SunnysiffiT
Leaves Torrance at 11:05 A. M.
Camp No. 68, W. O. W. will IV
Williard at 12:40 P. M.
Arrives at Santa Fe 5:25 P. u.
on Thursday, Nov. 25.
First
Makes close connections with the Belen meeting in December will be on
Cut-of- f
Souththe
Williard;
with
at
the 9th to elect new officers for
western at Torrance and with the
All members
the coming year.
Kennedy.
S.
&
F. at
A. T.
H. W.Coomer, Acting Manager. are requested to attend the said

Prop.

Four Reasons Why

J. N. Line
Wholesale and Retail
Feed and Flour
Handle lb FAMOUS U. S. Flour

FLUES and STOVE PIPE

CASING,

RAILROAD.

TIME TABLE.
From Santa Fe to Torrance.
Leaves Santa Fe at 1 :45 P. M. going

MADE TO ORDER.
WINDMILL WORK "A SPECIALITY."

a

IÍ ha meets a pretty girl, falls In
!Hve with her, finds out that she has
If 1,000,000 in her own right, gets wit- erses to prove that she has a fine
'lsi'O'ltlon and is a good bousekeep-.r- ;
in rhort, gathers all the evidence
'e'orehmd thnt ;he will make an
Ideal wife, why, that Is gambling.
If he enters politics from dlslnter-rstcmotive, reea a rotten condition,
tiakes up his mind to reform
it,
makes no compromises with anybody,
lands on his merit, fights an honest
gilt, wins, puts his rerorm through
r ml
then alts around and waits to see
It become
a permanent
one that's
speculation.
If he marries a poor girl and she
i'Ies and leaves him with four children, and he marries another poor
;irl and she dies and leaves him with
four children, and ho marries another
roor girl and she dies and leaves him
with four children, and then the children grow up and he calls them to- íetner m nis o:u age and says:
"Eon't worry, boys and girls! When
I
was young I was cute enough to
save up some cash so that I could
take care of myself all right without
j calling
on you. Now, I don't need
any of you, to you can all run right
a'ong and be good" that's a sure

WELL

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

National Bank Is Safe

There isn t anything so annoying or
,f vou want the best remedy m
so painful nor is there anyth.ng quite
coldinsiBt upon Bee9 Lavative CoUih
so hard to get rid of as piles. ManZan, gyrup
Through its iaxative y,Imciplei
the great pile remedy, is the best you H
moveg t)(J bowe, Bnd n that

vue,
of the trouble and at once relieves

-

SUNNYSIDE TIN SHOP

As an

KsDW.Y, MVFR AND

í TOlVIACH TrtOUBl-.'.

E

tha 'u: t Medicine ever sold
a d:uj?iiii.t's counter.
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